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THE PENTATEUCHAL QUESTION. IV. EX, 13-DEUT. 34, 
BY PROFESSOR W. HENRY GREEN, 

Princeton Theological Seminary. 

B. Num. 10-Deut. 34. 

SECTION XVII. NUMBERS 10:29-17:28. 

1. Chapter 10:29-36. 

The divisive critics tell us that 10:29-36 cannot be by the same writer as the 

preceding part of the chapter, which they assign to P; but they are not agreed 
whether these verses are themselves all fIrom one pen. Schrader and Kayser 
refer them indistinguishably to J. Knobel separates vs. 29-32 from vs. 33-36, 
assigning these paragraphs respectively to the two distinct sources, from which 
he supposes that J drew his materials. Vatke and Kittel give vs. 29-32 to J and 
vs. 33-36 to E; Kuenen does the same, though with some hesitation as to the 
latter paragraph which he pronounces of uncertain origin, though more or less 

probably belonging to E. According to Dillman v. 33a is from E, v. 34 has been 
worked over by R, the rest is from J. Wellhausen, Kautsch, and Driver give the 
whole to JE, supposing that J and E are here so blended that it is vain to attempt 
to separate them. 

The complaint is made that the paragraphs above mentioned are disconnected, 
having no necessary connection with each other or with what precedes and follows. 
One contains a statement about Hobab, the other about the ark, neither of which 
is indispensable to the current of the narrative. But the fact that a statement 

might be omitted without sensibly impairing the continuity of a narrative is no 

proof that it is a later insertion and not an original constituent of the passage. 
Nothing is subsequently said of the people being guided by IHobab or the ark in 
their journey through the wilderness. But that is no reason why they should not 
be mentioned here. On the contrary, if the writer wished his readers to under- 
stand once for all how this march was conducted, this is the appropriate place at 
which to introduce them, just as the march from Sinai was beginning. 

And so far from there being a lack of connection, as is charged, these verses 
stand in an intimate relation to the preceding and following context, as well as to 
one another. Verse 28a sums up the antecedent paragraph, vs. 12-27 (see Dill.); 
what follows is introductory to v. 29 and formally links it to that which goes 
before. Strictly rendered it reads as in R. V. "And they set forward and Moses 
said unto Hobab." Kautsch correctly paraphrases it " When they set forward 
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Moses said etc." The preceding verses are occupied by a statement in detail of 
the "setting forward "* of the host, the same word being used throughout of the 
movement of the entire people and of each separate division. Now it is stated 
that when they "set forward," Moses requested Hobab to accompany them. It 
is difficult to see how this incident could be more directly linked to what precedes. 
Dillman admits that v. 29 is thus attached to v. 12a, but he claims that this con- 
nection was formed by R because he was about to introduce another account of 
the march from Sinai. His view is that all that P says of the journey from Sinai 
to Paran is contained in vs. 11,12. J has a fuller and more detailed account 10: 

29-12:16, which R inserts in immediate connection with it, 10:13-28 being a later 

interpolation. But there is not the slightest reason for assuming two separate 
accounts from distinct sources, or any interpolation. The writer first states at 
the outset in a summary way, v. 12, as he is in the habit of doing, cf. Gen. 81:18, 
23 sqq., Ex. 4:20 sqq., the destination as well as the starting point of the journey, 
making mention at the same time of the orderly way in which it was conducted, 
and then proceeds to give in detail the particulars of note, which occurred on the 
route. 

The reason alleged for regarding 10:14-28 as an interpolation is that it is a 
needless repetition of what has already been said in ch. 2, and that there are 
remarkable deviations from it in certain particulars. The arrangements for the 
march are prescribed in detail in ch. 2; it is declared in ch. 10 that these direc- 
tions were punctually obeyed when the time came for carrying them into effect. 
Moreover it is to be observed that the tense of the verbs throughout this passage, 
vs. 17-28, is suggestive of habitual action, showing that the order here described 
was observed not only when they first broke up from Sinai, but on all subsequent 
occasions likewise. Like repetitions abound in similar cases cf. Ex. 25 sqq. with 

85 sqq. The alleged discrepancy is no discrepancy at all, but only the introduc- 
tion of a particular not before referred to. In 2:17 the Levites are spoken of in 

general, and their place assigned them in the line of march. In ch. 4 the special 
functions of the three several families of Levites in the transportation of the 

Sanctuary are more minutely described. In precise correspondence with this the 
two families of Gershon and Merari, charged with the transportation of the vari- 
ous parts of the structure itself, set forward bearing the Tabernacle, 10:17, pre- 
cisely in that part of the line, which is indicated for it in 2:17. The family of 
Kohath entrusted with the carriage of the sacred vessels followed in a later portion 
of the line for the reason given 10:21. This could not have been mentioned in 

* The English reader will see in the R. V. as close an approximation as our idiom will permit 
to the unvarying repetition, with which "set forward" is used throughout this entire passage. 
This is obscured in the A. V. by the substitution of "took their journey" vs. 12,13, "went" v. 
14, "journeying" v. 29, "departed," "went" v. 33, "went" v. 34. 
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the comprehensive statement 2:17 without anticipating directions, which were 
first given in ch. 4.* 

It is charged that the request here made of Hobab, that he would accompany 
Israel because of his superior knowledge of the wilderness is inconsistent with 
9:17 sqq., according to which all their movements were directed by the supernat- 
ural cloud. Here it is said are two different conceptions; one, that they were 

immediately guided by the Lord himself; another, that they were dependent upon 
human knowledge and skill for direction. But the divine help afforded did not 

supersede the use of such means as were within reach. Though led by the cloud, 
Hobab's eyes might be of real service in selecting the best path by which to follow 
it through mountain defiles or over rough and broken ground in the trackless 
waste which they were to traverse, and in ordering the encampment to the best 

advantage in respect of wood and water and their various necessities, where the 
cloud bid them halt. This combination of divine agency with second causes 
affords a frequent pretext to the critics for a partition of the text, which is as 

groundless in every other instance of the sort, as it is here. The author of the 
Pentateuch in its present form plainly saw no contrariety in conceptions, which 
he so frequently conjoins. It is a wholly unfounded assumption that they must 
have originated separately in different minds, and have been subsequently brought 
together as we now find them by a Redactor. Moreover, if 10:29-32 is so at 
variance with 9:17 sqq., that these cannot be by the same writer, does it accord 

any better with Ex. 13:21,22, Num. 14:14, to the writer of which it is proposed to 

assign this paragraph ? If the critics see no discordance in the latter case, such 
as to infer diversity of authorship, they surely need not complain of any in the 
former. 

Neither is any difficulty created by the mention of " Hobab the son of Reuel 
the Midianite Moses' father-in-law," who had been previously spoken of both by 
his proper name Reuel Ex. 2:18, and by his priestly title Jethro = His Excellency 
Ex. 3:1, 13:1. The only apparent difficulty arises from the ambiguity of the 
Hebrew term here used to denote affinity or relationship by marriage, which may 
be rendered indifferently father-in-law or brother-in-law. In the former sense it 
is applied to Jethro (or Reuel) Ex. 3:1, and in the latter to his son Hobab Judg. 
4:11. It has been alleged that J here gave a different version of Jethro's visit to 
Moses recorded Ex. 18, making it occur at the time of Israel's departure from 
Sinai instead of their arrival there, and stating that at its close instead of return- 

ing home he was persuaded by Moses to accompany him through the desert; and 
that this paragraph is an extract from J's account. It seems to be easy enough 
for the critics to create contradictions, which have no foundation whatever in the 

* Dillman further urges n•; 
. 

vs. 13,14, alleging that P uniformly writes 
fl?K, 

instead, 
as Lev. 5:8, Num. 2:9, Josh. 21:10. But if J can write both f 

K~.3 
Gen. 18:4, Josh. 8:5,6, and 

fl0 
K. 

Gen. 38:2, 38:28, why may not a similar liberty be accorded to P ? 
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sacred text, and rest only on their own gratuituous assumptions. Even if Jethro 
and Hobab were the same person, his return home a year before, as is distinctly 
stated Ex. 18:27, would be no bar to his being in Israel's vicinity again at this 

time, being, as he was, the head of a roving tribe. But if, as we have seen reason 
to believe, (see HEBRAICA; VII. 2, p. 119) Jethro was Hobab's father, the critical 

assumption becomes not only baseless but absurd. That such an interview as is 
here recorded actually took place and issued in Hiobab and his clan going with 
Israel to Canaan, is confirmed by Judg. 1:1; 44:11. 

The allegation that J's account has been curtailed by R, who omitted Hobab's 
affirmative answer, as Dillman suggests, because it was incompatible with 9:17 

sqq., is another instance of a discrepancy which exists only in the critic's imagi- 
nation. He conjectures that if we were only in possession of J's document in 

full, we might have found something there, which did not agree with P. We 
need be in no haste to offer an explanation, however, until the missing passage is 

produced. It will be enough to say that if R thought that Hobab's acquiescence 
in the proposal was sufficiently plain from the fact that he does not repeat his 

original declinature, why may not J or whoever it was who wrote this passage in 
the first instance, have thought the same ? There is no need, consequently, of 

supposing that anything has been omitted.* 
With the next paragraph vs. 33-36 the journey from Sinai properly begins, 

and the first station is reached after a three days' march. This is necessary to 

explain their arrival at Taberah 11:1-3, of which no other account is given. The 
name of the station is not mentioned v. 33 as that was given in consequence of 
what took place after they came there. The intimacy of the connection is con- 
fessed by the critics who would sunder v. 33a from its immediate context and 

attach it directly to 11:1. But vs. 33b-36, though somewhat parenthetical, contain 
statements which are quite appropriate in this place. The position regularly 

assigned to the sacred vessels in the line of march is stated 10:21, but here an 

exception is made in the case of the ark, which as the symbol of the divine pres- 
ence preceded the host at this time. "The people went forward a three days' 
journey, and the ark went before them a three days' journey." The absence of 
the definite article in the concluding phrase has been gravely commented upon, 
as though it evinced that these clauses did not originally belong together, or that 
"three days' journey" had been interpolated in the second. It is plain enough 
that neither inference is warranted. As an illustration of the extraordinary con- 

* It has been said that I't;~l vs. 29,32, 
'f'1~~1 

'~~1K v. 30, '~3, K3 v. 31 are characteris- 
tic of J: but when it is considered that these expressions have been constituted marks of J, and 
the critical partition conducted on this basis, and further that the great bulk of the narrative is 
given to J or E, it is not difficult to account for the absence of these terms from P. It might 
with as much propriety be argued that, inasmuch as the phrase 7 

D.J7 

f'l is only found here 
and in Job 29:15 in the whole Old Testament, therefore this passage was written by the author 
of the book of Job. 

*5 
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clusions which critics are capable of drawing from the simplest expressions it 

may be mentioned that NiNldeke here remarks that the ark to all appearance was 
not carried but went forward by a miraculous movement of its own, and Well- 
hausen adds that no Tabernacle is spoken of in these verses, whence he infers 
that none existed then. 

When the ark is spoken of in connection with the Tabernacle or its contents, 
it is commonly called the ark of the testimony, as the Tabernacle is sometimes 
called the Tabernacle of the testimony. But here and elsewhere when separate 
from the other sacred vessels it is called by a title suggestive of its relation to the 

people at large, the ark of the covenant. That these designations are not indic- 
ative of diversity of authorship appears from their occurring together in the same 
connection Josh. 4:16,18. In v. 34 we find "cloud" instead of "pillar of cloud" 
which J is supposed to prefer; Dillman explains that R has here tampered with 
the text and substituted an expression of P for that of J; but why this should be 
done in this particular instance he does not inform us. 

2. Chapter 11. 

This chapter records the occurrence at Taberah, the sending of the quails 
and the plague at Kibroth-hattaavah, and the setting apart of the seventy elders. 
The critics complain of a want of connection in its several parts, but are widely 
at variance in their attempts to remedy it. Driver gives up the critical partition 
as hopeless, and says "Chapter 11 appears to show marks of composition, though, 
as is often the case in JE, the data do not exist for separating the sources em- 

ployed with confidence." Knobel assigns vs. 1-3 and vs. 4-35 severally to the two 

primary sources, from which he supposes J to have drawn. The majority of 

subsequent critics agree with him in sundering vs. 1-3 from its immediate context, 
but while he concedes the unity of the rest of the chapter, others carve it up each 
in his own peculiar fashion. 

It is objected that 11:1 does not connect directly with 10:36, which is obvious 

enough, and for the simple reason that 10:33b-36 is not indeed an extract from a 
different source, but a parenthesis which it is entirely natural and proper for the 
writer to introduce in this place, while the direct line of the narrative begun in 

10:33a is continued in 11:1. This is what took place at the end of the three days' 
journey there spoken of. It is not stated why the people complained, but this is 
no proof that the passage has been mutilated. It may have been purposely left 

indefinite, or it may have been the writer's design to intimate that the ground of 

complaint was the same that is dwelt upon in the next paragraph. That these 
verses cannot be sundered from those that follow is plain, because "among them" 
v. 4 finds its only antecedent in "the people" vs. 1,2, and "wept again" is only 
explicable as an allusion to the preceding complaint. The fact that vs. 1-3 oc- 
curred at Taberah and vs. 4-34 at Kibroth-hattaavah, whereas there is no mention 
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of the people journeying from one to the other, and that in 33:16 Kibroth-hattaavah 
is the first station after Sinai, does not require the assumption that two different 

narratives are here pieced together, in one of which Taberah was the first station 

reached, and in the other Kibroth-hattaavah. The explanation is simple. These 
are not two different stations, but the very same. One extremity of the encamp- 
ment where the fire broke out v. 1 bore the one name v. 3; the plague which raged 
throughout the camp, was commemorated in the other name given to the entire 
station. It is confessed that it was so understood by the author of the narrative 
in its present form, and there is no reason to depart from his view of the case. 

The complaint that there was nothing to eat but "this manna" v. 6 implies 
that it had been before spoken of, as it is in Ex. 16. But as it had been described 
on its first appearance Ex. 16:14,31 Dillmann maintains that another description 
here is quite unnecessary, so that vs. 7-9 cannot be by J the author of v. 6, but 
must have been taken from E's narrative* of the original gift of manna, which R 
inserted here because he could find no other suitable place for it. But if R thought 
fit to introduce this passage in this place, it is difficult to see why it may not have 
been originally written for this connection. Kuenen has no difficulty in ascribing 
vs. 7-9 to the writer of the preceding verses. And indeed the ingratitude of the 
people for this divine gift furnished a fit occasion for bringing freshly and more 

fully before his readers the character and excellency of that which was so shame- 

fully despised. 
A more serious critical contention, however, is that the narrative of the 

quails and that of the appointment of the seventy elders were originally quite 
independent of each other. Wellhausen plumply says that famine among the 

people could not awaken in Moses the wish for assistants in his public duties. 
And to rid himself of the explicit statement in the text that it was this emergency 
which gave occasion to the selection of these coadjutors he tears asunder Moses' 
earnest petition forced from him by his crushing burden, as though vs. 11-13 stood 
in no relation to vs. 14,15. Kuenen more shrewdly still sunders out v. 14 from 
the rest of the petition and makes it the sole preliminary to the choice of the 

seventy elders which follows. But the cry for relief runs through the entire 

prayer and is as obvious in vs. 11,12 as in v. 14 itself. The "narrow interpreta- 
tion" of vs. 11,12, to which Wellhausen attributes the blending of incongruous 
narratives is the only interpretation which the words will admit, or the logic of 
the situation allow. Accordingly Dillmann concedes that the appointment of the 

seventy elders is called for by vs. 11-15 and is an appropriate answer to Moses' 

prayer, but he insists that this is loosely connected with the subsequent narrative 
of the actual gift of the quails and the resulting plague vs. 31-34, because in it the 
elders are not mentioned. And he might have added, neither is Moses mentioned 

* The account of the manna in Ex. 16 is divided between P and J; vs. 7-9 is assumed to be a 
fragment from another hypothetical account by E. 
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in those verses. They were to assist Moses; and that they rendered him efficient 
aid in upholding his hands and easing his burdens then and afterwards cannot 
be doubted; though the historian has not thought it necessary to record the 

particulars. 
In the beginning of this century DeWette ventured the supposition (Beitrige, 

II., p. 345) that the setting apart of the seventy elders and the appointment of 

judges to relieve Moses in Ex. 18 might perhaps be only variant traditions of the 
same thing. More recent critics treat this identification as if it were an estab- 
lished fact. And this notwithstanding the total disparity of the two cases. The 

only point that they have in common is that both were designed to assist Moses, 
but in entirely distinct matters. One was for the settlement of judicial strifes 
between individuals; the other to support Moses in his influence over the people 
at large and his endeavors to uphold the divine authority among them. In the 
one case heads were appointed over each subdivision of the people, rulers of 

thousands, rulers of hundreds, rulers of fifties, and rulers of tens, making in the 

aggregate a vast number of subordinate officials; in the other there was only a 

delegation of 70 men. The positions taken by the critics make it difficult for them 
to decide to whom to assign this narrative. The reference to the elders is held to 
be sufficient of itself to exclude P. E is the reputed author of its variant in Ex. 
18. Though blended with the account of the quails, which is referred to J, it 
stands in no relation to it. Wellhausen alleges that vs. 14-17, 24b-29, which 
record the institution of the seventy elders, are not by P, J, or E, but are an 

interpolation subsequent to the time of Isaiah, since in the development of 

religious thought the notion that civil rulers must have the spirit of prophecy 
could only have arisen at a very late period. But this hypothesis of interpolations, 
to which Wellhausen is prone to resort, is regarded by other critics as purely eva- 
sive and tending too strongly toward the antiquated fragmentary hypothesis to be 
admissible. Kuenen assigns these verses with a slight modification of their limits 
not to E in its original form, but to a Judaean edition of E, the Judaean editor 

being so intent on exalting the spirit of prophecy as to be regardless of the con- 

sistency of the document, and to introduce a variant story of what had already 
been related in another place. Dillmann scouts the idea of successive editions of 
the documents as merely the product of embarrassment, and holds that the entire 

paragraph vs. 11-29, embracing both the quails and the elders, is from J; only 
these were quite separate when originally written and belonged to different por- 
tions of the history and they have been improperly combined by R. But as there 
is not the slightest proof that the seventy elders were appointed on any other 
occasion than that to which they are here referred, he suggests as an alternative 
that perhaps the stories of the quails and the elders belonged together after all, 
only R has omitted the statement of what was done by the elders at and after the 
quails were sent. But if R thought the narrative complete without the statement 
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that Dillmann misses, why may not the original writer have been of the same 

opinion ? So that after all this critical pother, the reasons given for sundering 
this closely connected narrative prove to be of no account. 

The critics still further urge that the narrative of the quails, even after 
the separation of the elders from it, is still composite and incoherent. It is said 
that vs. 18-20 do not agree with vs. 31-33. Direction is given to the people to 

sanctify themselves, but it is not stated that this was done. They are told that 

they shall have flesh for a whole month, until they loathe it, but it might seem as 

though the plague overtook them before such a period had passed, or they had 
time to weary of this food. But the author of the Pentateuch like every other 
writer is entitled to presume upon the intelligence of his readers, and to leave 
some things unsaid which are sufficiently obvious without remark. Thus 10:29 
he introduces Moses speaking to Hobab without any previous statement that the 
latter had come to the camp; so too HIobab's assent to Moses' proposal is left to 
be inferred. In 11:24 Moses is said to have gathered the seventy elders with no 

suggestion that two were missing, which, however, was the case as we learn from 
a subsequent verse. Gen. 35:2 Jacob bids his family to purify themselves and 

change their garments; it is to be presumed that they did so, though it is not 
so stated. There is the same presumption in the present instance. The immense 
number of the quails is remarked upon vs. 31,32, which was sufficient to satisfy 
the conditions of vs. 19,20. And v. 33 does not mean that the plague came upon 
them when they first began to partake of the quails, as the English Version 

might be understood to imply "while the flesh was yet between their teeth, ere 
it was chewed ;" the proper rendering is "ere it was finished," see Dillmann in 

loc. The supply was not exhausted, when the penalty came. There is nothing 
to hinder us from believing that all was accomplished which had been foretold; 
that they had fed on this provision for a month to repletion and disgust. 

Kuenen is so far from seeing any discrepancy between vs. 18-24a and vs. 31, 
32, that he ascribes all these verses alike to Rj who enlarged and embellished the 

primitive narrative by this addition. This is falling back upon DeWette's early 
notion that the miracles in Numbers are simply exaggerations of those recorded 
in Exodus. P's account of the quails Ex. 16:13 is very simple, whereas here it 
is enormously enlarged. But the whole situation is different. All the transac- 
tions at Sinai had taken place in the interval. God had given Israel his law 
amid the grandest manifestations of his majesty and greatness, had ratified his 
covenant with them, established his dwelling in the midst of them, and instituted 
the ordinances of worship. Prior to the arrival at Sinai the Lord manifested the 
utmost forbearance in the murmurings of the people, and granted a gracious 
supply to all their wants. But now after a year's pupilage their murmurings 
assumed a very different aspect and were dealt with in a summary manner. 
When they complained of the lack of food on first leaving Egypt, manna and 
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quails were mercifully sent; but now quails are sent in anger to an ungrateful 
and rebellious people, until they are gorged to repletion and the plague ensues. 
The total change of conditions shows that these cannot possibly be variant ac- 
counts of the same event, the one merely an exaggeration of the other. More- 

over, as Ranke pertinently asks, in what respect does this oversupply of quails 
on a single occasion exceed in marvellousness a daily supply of manna for forty 
years ? Ex. 16:35. 

The close correspondence between the middle clause of v. 32 and Ex. 16:18 
leads Dillmann to suspect that it has been incorporated here from P. "The 
cloud" 11:25 instead of "pillar of cloud" is explained by the supposition that R 
has here again inserted a phrase of P, see also 12:5,10, where these phrases are 

interchanged. "According to their families"' is elsewhere claimed as a P phrase, 
but is evidently here in place; 

• 
" 

gather, v. 8, • burden, vs. 11,17, K JT T 

forbid, v. 28, •• be little are regarded as P words; and the number 600,000 v. 
21 is drawn from P, see Ex. 12:37, Num. 2:32. Such interminglings of expres- 
sions which the critics are in the habit of ascribing to distinct writers are no 

proof that R has been tampering with the text, nor that something has been 
inserted from other parallel accounts. They simply show that these critical cri- 
teria of different writers are not really such. 

3. Chapter 12. 

The critics affect to doubt where the events of this chapter took place. The 
locality is clearly fixed by the immediately preceding and following statements, 
11:35, 12:16. If the narrative is sundered from these, of course it hangs in mid- 
air; but this fact of itself shows that the critical severance is unjustifiable. For 
as a rule those places only are mentioned in the narrative where some noticeable 
event occurred; so that the arrival at a station is introductory to the recital of 
what took place there. And in this case the peculiarity in the form of expression 
-" they were in HIazeroth" instead of the current phrase "they pitched there"- 
is induced by an allusion to the delay to which they were subjected 12:15. Well- 
hausen objects that this event stood in no special relation to Hazeroth, and might 
as well have occurred anywhere else. This station did not indeed like the pre- 
ceding derive its name from what was transacted there; but there is not the 
slightest ground for separating what the historian has joined together. 

Dillmann, who undertakes to discriminate between the diction of J and E 
with a sharpness, that other critics admit to be impracticable, finds the peculiar 
terms of both in this chapter, and hence infers as usual that two accounts have 
been blended together; which he further seeks to fortify by alleging a doublet 
in vs. 4,5, which however are not parallel but successive; and that v. 9a is inap- 
propriately placed and should immediately follow v. 9, whereas it is exactly in 
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place as the antecedent of v. 9; and the unusual combination rendered "only" 
v. 2, which nevertheless is justified by the special stress thrown upon that parti- 
cle. He further imagines that, while in J's account Aaron and Miriam were 
associated in opposition to Moses, E represented Miriam alone as guilty, and that 
hence the penalty fell exclusively upon her. This shows how easy it is for a 
critic to invent his facts. That Miriam was the chief aggressor is intimated by 
the precedence given to her v. 1, instead of the natural and customary order vs. 

4,5. Aaron's guilt is betrayed both by his confession and the apprehension 
awakened by the fate of his sister vs. 10,11. 

Wellhausen charges that the reference to Zipporah v. 1 is apocryphal; that 
in the first place it is inconsistent with the more natural reason assigned for their 
conduct v. 2; but why may not a pretext have been added to another and more 
serious ground ? And secondly that only a very late age could have taken offence 
at Moses' having a foreign wife; the older sources never spoke of Zipporah as a 
Cushite and they regarded Moses' alliance with the priest of Sinai as a high 
honor. But, apart from the question which might be raised whether Zipporah 
is the wife here intended, Dillman aptly shows the futility of the objection to 
what can be no other than genuinely ancient. For how could a later writer, who 
knew Zipporah only from statements in other passages, have converted her into a 
Cushite or have introduced this censure upon intermarriage with a foreigner only 
to be repelled as foolish by the Lord ? 

In v. 4 Moses, Aaron and Miriam are bidden to come out unto the Tabernacle; 
in 11:26 those who remained in the camp are contrasted with those who went out 
to the Tabernacle, and in v. 30 Moses returning from the Tabernacle is said to 
have re-entered the camp, cf. 12:14,15. It is claimed that in the conception of 
these passages the Tabernacle was located altogether outside of the camp, con- 

trary to ch. 2 which places it in the center of the host. But this is an unwarranted 
inference from expressions which readily admit a different interpretation, and 
one in harmony with the uniform representation of all other passages relating to 
the subject. The camp was a vast hollow square with the Tabernacle in the 
centre and the tribes arranged about it, leaving of course a respectful distance 
between the house of God and the tents of men. In approaching the Sanctuary 
it was necessary to go out from the place occupied by the tents and traverse the 

open space which intervened between them and the Tabernacle. Only once, 
when God was alienated from Israel by the sin of the golden calf, was this 

estrangement indicated by putting the (provisional) Tabernacle on the outside of 
the camp and at a great distance from it Ex. 33:7. But the narrative of this 
transaction clearly shows its exceptional character. And the attempt to make it 
appear that this is a variant representation of the customary location of the 
Tabernacle throughout the journeyings in the wilderness is in acknowledged 
contradiction to the explicit statements of the passage in which it is found. 
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Knobel fancies that he discovers an additional departure from Levitical re- 

quirements in 12:5, which he interprets to mean that Miriam had been in the 

Tabernacle, which only priests were permitted to enter, and that she now came 
out. But as Dillmann correctly explains, she and Aaron came from the camp to 
the Tabernacle in obedience to the Lord's repeated summons. 

The question that is raised by v. 3 is not one of critical partition but of Mosaic 

authorship. Can such self-laudation be attributed to Moses ? In the first place 
it is very remarkable that this is the only passage in the Pentateuch, that is open 
to such an objection. Ex. 11:3 simply records a notorious fact. Deut. 34:10 
written after Moses' death suggests how admiringly he would have been spoken 
of on various occasions by another than himself. It is also pertinent to observe 
that the sacred writers were so profoundly impressed with the thought that all 

that was good in them was due to God's almighty grace, that they speak of what 
God has wrought in them or done by them with no feeling of vain glory or self- 
exaltation. So that Paul who counted himself the least of the apostles and not 

meet to be called an apostle, could yet say without the least rising of pride "I 
labored more abundantly than they all; yet not I, but the grace of God which 
was with me,'" 1 Cor. 15:9,10. And when false and disparaging charges were 
made in order to weaken the apostolic authority, with which the Lord had in- 
vested him, he did not hesitate to claim in his own defence that he was not a 
whit behind the very chiefest apostles, 1 Cor. 11:5, and to recite with no intent 
of self-glorification his labors and sacrifices and the visions and revelations with 
which he had been favored. The inspired penmen are as far from depreciating 
themselves with false modesty, as from arrogating to themselves more than their 
due. They speak of their faults and of their good qualities with equal impar- 
tiality and frankness. Why may not Moses in like manner under the extreme 

provocations to which he was subjected again and again not by the refractory 
people merely, but by those from whom such conduct was least to be expected, 
say here once for all in his own defence that such treatment was utterly unpro- 
voked by him, and that it was borne with extraordinary patience; that he was in 
fact the meekest of living men. But if it seems to anyone that there is in this 
more self-assertion than can be imputed to such a man even under such circum- 

stances, why may it not have been added at a later time as a just tribute to the 
unexampled forbearance of Israel's great leader ? Those, whose entire critical 
scheme involves the assumption of an unlimited number of additions, subtractions, 
inversions, and transpositions, should be the last to object. 

Dillmann strangely says of the claim of Miriam and Aaron that God had 
spoken with them as well as with Moses, that while Miriam is called a prophetess, 
nothing of the sort is affirmed of Aaron in the present Pentateuch except in P 
Ex. 28:30, where he is entrusted with the Urim and Thummim. In a multitude 
of passages the Lord is said to have spoken to Moses and Aaron. Ex. 6:13; 7:8, etc. 
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4. Chapters 13,14. 

Vater (1805) began the critical onslaught upon these chapters in the interest 
of the fragmentary hypothesis, observing that while Joshua and Caleb are both 
spoken of 14:6,30,38, Caleb alone is mentioned 13:30; 14:24. HIe accordingly 
inferred that 14:1-10,26 sqq. was a distinct fragment, containing a separate ac- 
count of the same occurrence that is recorded in the rest of these chapters. Bleek 
(1861) follows substantially in the same track, only modified into accordance with 
the supplementary hypothesis, of which he was a zealous advocate. He regards 
14:5-10a, 26-38 as an addition to the original narrative by the Jehovist editor, 
vs. 26-38 being conceived to be parallel and an enlargement of vs. 11-25. 

F. H. Ranke's reply* to this proposed partition is complete. The Biblical 
narrative unfolds itself regularly in five successive sections. 

1. 13:1-25 The mission of the spies. 
2. 13:26-33 Their evil report, which Caleb vainly opposes. 
3. 14:1-10 The rebellion of the people; Joshua and Caleb remonstrate and 

are threatened with stoning, but rescued by a manifestation of the divine glory. 
4. 14:11-25 Jehovah speaks to Moses of destroying the entire people; Moses 

intercedes on their behalf; Jehovah spares them, but declares that the rebellious 
people shall not enter Canaan, but Caleb shall. 

5. 14:26-35 Moses is bidden to announce to the people that all who were 

twenty years old at the enumeration, except Caleb and Joshua, shall die in 40 
years' wandering in the wilderness. 

All is closely connected and proceeds naturally from first to last. But the 
critical proposal to parcel it between distinct writers and annex No. 3 to 5, and 
No. 4 to 2 introduces confusion and destroys the proper coherence of the parts. 
No. 2 deals exclusively with the behavior of the spies. It records no uproar of 
the people. It contains no justification of the threatening in No. 4 to destroy 
not the spies but the entire people. No. 5 is intimately related to 3, but still 
more intimately to 4, inasmuch as it specifies more particularly what is there 
stated in general, and that in three respects. (1) How the exclusion from Canaan 
should be effected, viz. by dying in the wilderness. (2) To whom this penalty 
applies, and to whom not. (3) The duration of the abode in the wilderness. No. 
4 is general because its purpose is simply to record Moses' mediation and its 
effect in mitigating the severity of the punishment of the people. No. 5 is spe- 
cific because it is the sentence formally pronounced upon the people. 

It is plain that if a cleavage of these chapters is to be effected, it must be by 
a keener and more minute analysis. This Knobel undertook to make, and his 
determination of P has been followed in the main by critics since. It is an ingen- 
ious scheme of cross-readings made out by cutting apart closely connected state- 

* Untersuchungen Iber den Pentateuch, II., pp. 190-208. 
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ments and splicing them together in new combinations with a view of producing 
two tolerably continuous but discordant narratives. 

The selection of the spies 13:1-16, and the general statement that Moses sent 
them to search the land of Canaan v. 17a, is assigned to P, but the directions 
which he gave them in so doing vs. 17b-20 are given to the other account, which 
we may here call JE. JE's account begins abruptly with these directions but with 

nothing to indicate to whom or on what occasion they were given. The spies 
traversed the land to its northern limit, noting particularly the Anakim at Hebron 
and the grapes of Eschol, vs. 21-24. This is sundered by giving v. 21 to P, and 
vs. 22-24 to JE, thus producing variant accounts, one that they searched the land 

throughout its entire extent, the other that they advanced no further than Hebron 
and Eschol; a variance which is wholly due to the severance of what is quite 
harmonious taken together. The return of the spies vs. 25,26 is given to 1P, their 

report vs. 27-31 to JE, with the result that JE makes no mention of their return, 
and P has only a partial statement of the report v. 32 instead of the report itself. 
Later critics have tried with only indifferent success to patch up the former of 
these difficulties by shreds torn from v. 26. They take out of this verse for JE 
the words "and they came.... to Kadesh "' (it should be "came back" to meet 
the requirements of the case) " and brought back word to them" (" them" has 
no antecedent except in the former part of the verse from which it is here sun- 

dered, and moreover it involves a reference to Aaron, which is alleged to be a 
characteristic of P) "and unto all the congregation" (this too is a word that is 

always claimed for P). It is quite as impossible to evade the second of the diffi- 
culties above alluded to. The proposed division completely mars the structure of 

the chapter. The report of the spies as a body, and in which all united is first 
stated vs. 27-29. Then follow the diverse representations, first the quieting 
assurances of Caleb v. 30, then the discouraging declarations of the others vs. 31- 
32. But, if v. 32 is linked directly with v. 26 and the intervening verses omitted, 

"they" must mean the whole number of the spies, which is palpably false and 

cannot be the meaning of P on the critics' own showing. So that Knobel is 

obliged to assume that something has been omitted restricting the subject just as 
is done in the verses which the critics themselves throw out, see v. 31. 

Ndldeke proposes a still sharper division by sundering v. 32 and giving the 
first part to P and the last clause to the other account; in this he is followed by 
Wellhausen, Dillmann, and Kittel. The effect of this is to introduce a variance 
between the statements respecting the evil report of the spies; according to P 

they said that "the land eateth up the inhabitants thereof," which is interpreted 
to mean that it is unhealthy and breeds fatal diseases; according to JE that the 
inhabitants were so strong that Israel could not cope with them. It will be 
observed how completely the narrator is in the power of the critics. By limiting 
him to a partial statement and shifting the lines of division the representation 
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which he makes can be varied at will, and divergences can be created where none 
whatever exist. Moreover it is very doubtful whether this partition, even were 
it allowed, would have the effect which the critics claim. The interpretation put 
upon this figurative expression conflicts with its obvious sense in Lev. 26:38, 
where " the land of your enemies shall eat you up " plainly means that they shall 
be destroyed by powerful foes. And the context in which it here stands seems 
to require the same sense. There is no intimation in what follows that the 
unhealthiness of the region awakened apprehension; it is the conflict with 

mighty nations that the people dread. 
In 14:1-4 the documents are in the opinion of the critics inextricably mixed. 

In the judgment of Dillmann vs. 1,2 have been worked over by R, and it cannot 
be determined to whom vs. 2b-4 belong. The trouble is that these verses are 
needed in any connected account of the transaction. Several conflicting attempts 
have been made to partition the clauses but it can only be done in defiance of 
critical tests. "All the congregation" v. 2 is a characteristic phrase of P, but the 

predicates of the clause are those of JE; v. 2 has several marks of P, but explicit 
reference is made to its language in vs. 28,29, in which Jehovah swears by his own 

life, which is a mark of J; and "all the children of Israel" is a mark of E. In 
this confusion of criteria, instead of acknowledging that these imaginary criteria 
of distinct writers are not really such, since they are indiscriminately blended in 
the same paragraph, the critics take refuge as usual in the assumption that R has 
here meddled with the text instead of leaving it in its original form. 

Vs. 5-7 are assigned to P, and vs. 8,9, which continue the words of Joshua 
and Caleb are torn from their connection and given to JE. This is done partly 
on the score of diction; "search " vs. 6,7 is a P word, "flowing with milk and 

honey" is a phrase of JE. The word "search" "p occurs 12 times in these 
two chapters, and every time it is found in P; but the reason simply is that this 
is one of the test words, by which the partition was made. Every verse in which 
it is found is for that reason assigned to P. And this though there is no other 
word in the chapters which describes the function of the spies. In 10:33 it suited 
the critics to decide differently and there this word is given to JE. But v. 7 cannot 
be separated from what follows. It is not sufficient for Joshua and Caleb in this 

exigency to say "The land is an exceedingly good land." This is no more than 
all the spies had said, 13:27. It does not touch the point about which the people 
were agitated. They were afraid of the Anakim and the other enemies which 

they would have to meet. Hence Joshua and Caleb point them to Jehovah, who 
will give them the land and who is with them, so that they need not fear the 
people of the land, who were but "bread" for them, a precise reversal of the 

figure in 13:32. This distinct allusion of itself annuls a partition, which would 
refer that verse to P and the verses before us to JE. If Joshua and Caleb do not 

say what is contained in vs. 8,9 they say nothing to the purpose. 
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From v. 10 according to Knobel P springs at once to v. 34, which is not only 
an abrupt transition, but leaves v. 30 in the domain of JE, thus annulling the 
distinction previously maintained that in P Joshua was one of the spies, but in 
JE he was not. Noldeke sought to correct these infelicities by shortening P's 

leap and assigning to him vs. 10,26-38, with the single exception of v. 31, whose 
language decides that it must belong to JE. This partition had a show of plausi- 
bility in the apparent parallelism between vs. 11 sqq. and vs. 26 sqq., which subse- 

quent critics likewise insist upon, though it is fallacious; the former passage 
details a strictly private interview between Jehovah and Moses, while the latter 
is a communication to be made to the people. Wellhausen, however, corrects in 
one particular the analysis of Nildeke, by drawing attention to the fact that v. 31 

necessarily carries vs. 30 and 32 with it; the emphatic pronoun "ye" in these 
verses finds its only explanation in the contrast of the "little ones" v. 31, and 
v. 33 cannot be separated from the preceding; so that vs. 30-33 must be remanded 
to JE in spite of the circumstance that both Caleb and Joshua occur in v. 30. 
A fresh discrepancy, however, is created by the severance of vs. 26-29,34-38 P 
from the preceding paragraph vs. 11-25 JE, viz. that P assigns the term of forty 
years for the abode in the wilderness while JE does not. The separation of con- 
tiguous paragraphs which were intended by the writer to supplement each other, 
and treating them as though they were independent productions of different 
writers and hence wholly unrelated, is constantly used by the critics to convert a 
continuous and harmonious record into discordant and conflicting statements and 
so to destroy its trustworthiness and historical truth. 

The critical partition of ch. 13,14 is thus encumbered with difficulties through- 
out. And the discrepancies which are urged are without foundation. These con- 
cern 

(1) the locality from which the spies were sent; (2) the portion of the land 
which was traversed by them; (3) the presence of Joshua with the spies; (4) the 
period of wandering in the desert. 

(1) It is said that in P the spies were sent from the wilderness of Paran, 13:3; 
but in JE from Kadesh, 13:26; 32:8, which was in the wilderness of Zin, 20:1; 
27:14; 33:36; Deut. 32:51. It is argued, therefore, that according to P the people 
had not yet reached the wilderness of Zin, but the spies passed through this wilder- 
ness, which lay north of Paran and formed the southern boundary of Canaan, on 
their way to spy out the promised land, v. 21. But Kadesh is explicitly stated 
to have been that place in the wilderness of Paran, to which the spies returned 
v. 26; and even if the critics are allowed to sunder this clause as they propose, 
still we have the authority of R for putting them together, as they here stand. 
And this there is nothing to contradict. Zin formed the northern border of 
Paran, so that Kadesh might be indifferently said to be in either. 
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(2) That the spies did not limit themselves to Hebron and Eschol,* but went 

through the entire land, is apparent even from the verses assigned to JE. They 
are directed to enter by the south and go up into the mountain, which is a desig- 
nation of the mountain land or hill country extending through Palestine from 
north to south Josh. 11:3, and ascertain about the land and the cities. Such 
directions respect the land in general, and not merely the trifling district south of 

Hebron. And in their report vs. 27-29 they give an account of the land and the 

people and the cities (not one city but many) and the various populations which 

occupy different sections of the country. Such a report implies that they had 

acquainted themselves with the land at large, and that they had done precisely 
what the verses assigned to P declare that they did. 

(3) The alleged discrepancy respecting Joshua is frankly given up by Kayser as 

untenable, because Caleb and Joshua are introduced together in passages which 

plainly belong to J 14:8,9,30 and 32:12. The only distinction which he recog- 
nizes is that P names Joshua before Caleb and J reverses the order. Other 

critics struggle to fasten this inconsistency upon the text either by including 14:30 
in P, as is done by Nildeke, Schrader, Kuenen, and Vatke notwithstanding 
Wellhausen's demonstration that this is impracticable; or the same end is accom- 

plished by assigning 14:30 to JE, but insisting that JE is itself composite, and 
that one of its constituents includes Joshua among the spies and the other does 
not. Ranke's question is here pertinent, would the critics have us believe that 

according to one form of Israelitish tradition Joshua was not permitted to enter 

Canaan, and that this tradition found a place in the very book which records his 

appointment to be Moses' successor and to effect the conquest and division of 

Canaan ? The critics try to evade this absurd conclusion by saying that Joshua 
the minister of Moses was held to be too exalted a personage to have been com- 
missioned as one of the spies, too exalted also to be included in the sweep of the 
sentence which was passed on the mass of the nation. But a sentence which did 
not spare even Moses and Aaron, would not have spared Joshua if he had not 
been explicitly exempted. 

There is no discrepancy, however, in relation to Joshua being one of the spies. 
The old maxim Distingue tempora et concordabit scriptura finds its application 
here. The fallacy lies in the critical assumption that 13:30 is parallel to 14:6,7, 
and is a variant account of the same thing. But this requires a fresh assumption 
either that R has omitted an account of the popular outbreak which originally 
preceded 13:30, or else that this verse has been transposed from its true posi- 
tion after 14:4, no one can tell why. But none of these assumptions is necessary. 
There has been neither omission nor transposition. In the first rendition of the 

* KEhler, Geschichte~ A. T., I., p. 301, needlessly assumes that they only went as far as Hebron 
and there informed themselves by inquiry respecting the rest of the land as far as Lebanon. 
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report Caleb alone was the spokesman in opposition to those that discouraged the 

people, whether from a native boldness and impetuosity like Peter among the 

apostles, which impelled him to take the lead, or as Matthew Henry suggests, 
Joshua may have prudently left it to Caleb's management at first, who was of 

the tribe of Judah, the leading tribe, and therefore fittest to be heard, whereas he 

would himself have been suspected of partiality to Moses whose minister he was. 

But whatever was the actuating motive Caleb took the initiative and stood alone 

against those who brought an evil report. When, however, the people broke out 

in open rebellion, Joshua and Caleb both did their utmost to quell it. When in 

answer to Moses' intercession the Lord so far reprieved the people as not to 

destroy them immediately but to exclude them from Canaan instead, he passed 
the commendation upon Caleb that he had followed him fully and promised him a 

possession in the land whither he had gone. And finally when the sentence of 

wandering in the wilderness till all who were over twenty years of age had per- 

ished, the two who had stood bravely for the right were exempted, precedence 

being accorded to Caleb who had been the first to speak out in opposition to the 
rest.* 

(4) Knobel finds all the narrators in agreement in respect to the forty years' 

wandering. Dillmann thinks that they seriously disagree, and consequently R 

was led to modify them materially in his attempt to combine them. That Israel 

was forty years in the wilderness is attested, as he admits, by the prophet Amos 

2:10; 5:25, and was certainly found in P, Num. 26:64; 33:38, and in various pass- 

ages in D)euteronomy 1:3; 2:7,14; 8:2,4; 29:4, besides being confirmed by Ex. 16:35, 
Josh. 5:6, Neh. 9:21, Ps. 95:10. But, he says, we have no testimony from E and 

J except 14:33; 32:13 J; Josh. 14:7,10 E and it is not certain how far these have 

been worked over, though there is no reason to attribute to them a different view 

regarding the forty years, the period of a generation, during which a new race 

grew up in the desert. Nevertheless connecting these forty years with the sen- 

tence of God after the spying out of the land seems to have been first worked into 

* Dillmann understands the sentence of exclusion from Canaan in a general not in an abso- 
lute sense. Knobel says it is altogether improbable that all who came out of Egypt except two 

perished in the wilderness, and that upon the entry into Canaan no men above sixty years of 
age were to be found among the Israelites but Joshua and Caleb. And he refers particularly to 
Eleazar the son of Aaron, who was made a priest in the second year of the exodus Ex. 28:1, 
Num. 3:3,4 and advanced to a high position Num. 3:32; 4:16. At his consecration he must have 
been more than twenty years old, for his father was already eighty-four Ex. 7:7, and the 
Levites did not enter upon their functions till they were thirty Num. 4:3. It is possible that the 
Levites were not contemplated in the sentence pronounced upon the people at large, which in 
its terms respected those who were included in the preceding census, 14:29, which the Levites 
were not, 2:33. Their position was peculiar. Each of the other tribes was represented in the 
spies, but Levi was not, 13:4 sqq. Nevertheless there is no proof that Eleazar was above the 
specified age. His older brothers accompanied their father and the elders of Israel upon an 
occasion in which Eleazar might have been expected also to take part, if he had been of age, 
Ex. 24:1. The burdens allotted to the Levites made it essential that they should be of full age, 
but the service of the priests was not onerous. No age is fixed for the priests in the Pen- 
tateuch; at a much later time it was twenty. 
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E and J by R and Rd in imitation of P and D. E. Meyer* is much more thorough- 
going. He limits J to 13:17b,19,22,28,29. And from this partition he concludes 
that J knows of no forty years' wandering nor of any pusillanimity on the part of 
the people or alarm at the giants. Immediately after sending the spies they de- 

part to undertake the conquest. The only object of the story of the spies is to 

explain why Caleb settled in IIebron; he received IHebron for the service which 
he rendered as a spy, not because he remained steadfast. E's narrative is depend- 
ent on that of J. He retains Caleb, but substitutes the brook Eshcol for IIebron; 
most of the spies were afraid, Caleb alone remained faithful and was rewarded by 
outliving his generation, while Moses must die and hand over the government to 
Joshua. This is what he reads in 13:18,20,23,24,26c,27,30,31,32c,33, which he 
attributes to E. Furthermore P calculates from Josh. 24:29 that Joshua also 

must have been born in Egypt, wherefore he adds him to the spies and makes him 
faithful like Caleb. By picking out what he pleases from a narrative and ignor- 
ing the rest a critic can create as many different versions of the story as there are 
possible combinations of its several parts. 

After the portion of P has been separated from ch. 13,14, it is claimed that 
the remainder is still composite. Dillmann affirms that almost everything is dupli- 
cated; the instructions to the spies 13:17b-20; the distance to which they went 
vs. 22-24; their report vs. 27-29,31,32c~33; the murmuring of the people 14:1 sqq.; 
the attempts to quiet them 13:30; 14:8,9; the sentence 14:23,24,30-33; and even 
the unsuccessful attack on Amalek is not a unit. 

Knobel, Kayser, Kuenen, Schrader see no cause for dividing the instructions 
given to the spies. Wellhausen, who has a keen eye for doublets, discovers one in 
vs. 19,20, in which he is followed by Dillmann. But v. 20a is not a repetition 
of v. 19. Moses charges them to investigate three things, which are quite dis- 

tinct; the robustness and numbers of the people v. 18; whether the land was 
attractive and the population nomadic or dwelling in fortified towns v. 19; and 
whether the land was fertile and well wooded v. 20. Each verse begins in the 
same terms, but if this is to be made a ground of division, it is not duplicated but 
triplicated, which is more than the critics want. 

The critics divide as before in respect to the point reached by the spies. Why 
they could not have gone both to Hebron and to Eshcol and why the same writer 
could not have recorded their visit to both places, it is difficult to see. There 
seems to be no reason in the case but a disposition to splinter the text to the 
utmost limit of divisibility. 

And there is no duplication in the report of the spies. The writer first men- 
tions the statements in which they all concurred vs. 27-29, then the diverse repre- 
sentations of Caleb and the others vs. 30-33. The perplexity in which the critics 

* In Stade's Zeitschrift for 1881, pp. 139, 140. 
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find themselves in attempting to partition 14:1-4 have already been referred to. 
It has also been shown that 13:30 is not the duplicate of 14:8,9. And 14:23,24 is 
not the duplicate of vs. 30-33; the former is what the Lord says to Moses, the 
latter is what he directs Moses and Aaron to say to the people. What to do with 
vs. 11-25 is a puzzle for the critics. It cannot be given to E on account of its 

striking resemblance to Ex. 32:10-14 and its citation of Ex. 34:6,7 passages of J. 
Nor can it be given to J, inasmuch as its duplicate vs. 28,30-33 is assigned to it, 
and moreover v. 14 has ideas from P. There is no resource, consequently, but to 

assume that R has been meddling here again, and has expanded some simple inde- 
terminate statements of E at his own free will. In vs. 40-45 the criteria of J and 
E are inextricably blended. Wellhausen shifts the difficulty by referring them 
to some independent source different from both J and E. Dillmann denies 
the existence of such a source, but confesses that the passage is a critical tangle. 

It may be worth while to observe that the ark is here v. 44 in JE in the midst 
of the camp, as it elsewhere is in P; the same thing is also implied in 10:36, in 

spite of the attempt to draw an opposite conclusion from 11:26. 
It is said 13:16 that Moses changed the name of Hoshea to Joshua. There is 

no discrepancy and no intimation of a difference of writers that Joshua is so 

called previous to this time Ex. 17:9,13; 24:13; 32:17; 33:11 ; Num. 11:28, and that 

he is once subsequently called Hoshea Deut. 32:44. Whether the change of name 

was made at this time, as is most probable, or some time previous, is of small ac- 

count. As Joshua is the name by which from this time forth at least he was most 

familiarly known, it was altogether natural to use it afterwards even in relating 
what had taken place previously. But in such a list of names as that of the spies, 
in which the parentage of each is regularly given, the original family name seems 

especially appropriate. And there is nothing strange in the fact that this name 
was once again revived on a later occasion. 

Haevernick's remark on v. 22 may be worth repeating. The founding of 

Hebron is there defined by a reference to that of Zoan in Egypt, implying that the 
latter was more familiar and better known; which is an incidental indication of 

Mosaic authorship. 

5. Chapters 16,17. 

As the present stage of the discussion is only concerned with the historical 

portion of the Pentateuch, we pass over ch. 15 and such other chapters as are ex- 

clusively occupied with legislation. 
Ch. 16 contains an account of the insurrection of Korah, Dathan, and Abiram. 

The grounds of discontent were various. Korah seems to have been the chief in- 

stigator of the rebellion from his discontent at the exclusive priesthood of Aaron, 
and the subordinate position assigned to ordinary Levites. Dathan and Abiram 
descended from Reuben the first born of Jacob were indignant that Moses and 
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Aaron of the tribe of Levi were exalted above them. Some two hundred and fifty 
of the disaffected of different tribes attached themselves to them contending for 
the equal rights of all Israelites in opposition at once to the leadership of Moses 
and the priesthood of Aaron. The rebellion was quelled by immediate divine in- 
terference and the awful fate that befell those concerned in it. And the divine 

right of the Aaronic priesthood was settled for all time by the miraculous budding 
of Aaron's rod. 

The early antagonists of the unity and credibility of the Pentateuch seem not 
to have suspected that this closely connected and continuous narrative was capable 
of division. Staehelin* has the credit of having made the discovery. Hie under- 
took to sunder the account of Korah and his two hundred and fifty associates, 
mostly Levites, as he supposed, who laid claim to the priesthood and perished by 
fire, from that of the insurrection against the authority of Moses by Dathan and 

Abiram, who were swallowed up by the earth. The former he regarded as the 
primitive form of the narrative and attributed it to the author of what he denom- 

inates the author of the first legislation, the P of more recent critics; the latter 
was subsequently interwoven with it by J the author of the second legislation, 
either because of the similarity of the two incidents or because he knew that they 
occurred contemporaneously. The confession contained in this second alternative 
is of itself destructive of the hypothesis. If all took place together, why should 
it not have been so narrated from the first ? 

Staehelin had been obliged to alter the text in vs. 1,24,27,32 in order to sun- 
der what each of these verses binds fast together. Knobelt attempted a division, 
which should require no textual changes. He finds three separate narratives com- 
bined in this chapter. That of P speaks of all the conspirators; the two hundred 
and fifty present themselves with censers before the Lord; the arch-conspirators 
are swallowed up by the earth, while the two hundred and fifty are consumed by 
fire. In that of J's first source the only conspirators are Levites and these had 
not yet been charged with any sacred functions; but they demand elevation to the 

priesthood, and are punished by the earth opening and swallowing them up. In 
J's second source Levites who have already been separated to the service of the 

Sanctuary, aspire to equality with Aaron; and Dathan and Abiram rebel against 
the leadership of Moses. Their fate is not directly stated, but is implied in the 

despairing cry of those who witnessed it. 
* Kritasche Untersuchungen, 1843. He divides as follows: 
First Legislation 16:1 (in part) 2, 4-11, 16-23, 35. 
Second Legislation 16:1 (in part), 12-15, 25-34. 
In v.24 he erases the three names and reads 

-j0 
for 3ltin- or proposes as an alterna- 

tive to omit 
t D and read TipD : in v. 27 he erases "Korah," and in v. 32 ' all the men that 

appertained unto Korah." 
1 His division is 

P 16:1,2,4,16-24,27a,32-35; 17:1-26. 
J's 1st Source 16:3,5-7,28-31. 
J's 2nd Source 16:8-15,25,26,27b; 17:27,28. 

*6 
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The awkwardness and ill success of Knobel's partition seem to have satisfied 
the critics that nothing can be effected here without doing violence to the text. 

Accordingly N1ldeke fell back on Staehelin's division with some slight modifica- 
tions designed to remedy its more glaring infelicities. He frankly confesses that 
the story of Dathan and Abiram is so closely involved with that of Korah that it 
can scarcely be separated; that 26:9-11 expressly asserts that Dathan and Abiram 
were engaged in the same conspiracy with Korah; and that if these stories were 

originally separate, they are quite distinct in their tendency, one having relation 
to the superiority of priests over Levites, and the other to that of Moses over the 
heads of the several tribes. With these concessions the question naturally 
arises how R ever came to consider two such heterogeneous events as one, and to 
combine them as he has done. But overleaping all obstacles N6ldeke pro- 
ceeds with his work of division. 

The opening sentence vs. 1,2, in which the combination of the conspirators is 

expressly affirmed, is torn to pieces in order to separate them. He gives to P 
"Korah the son etc. took certain of the children of Israel, 250 princes of the con- 

gregation, called to the assembly, and they gathered themselves together against 
Moses and against Aaron;" and to J "Dathan and Abiram, the sons etc. were 
men of renown;" he throws out of the text "and they rose up before Moses " as 
an unsuitable addition by R, for how could they have risen up before Moses, when 
he had to send for them v. 12 ? But on this division of the passage there is noth- 

ing to indicate their participation in the insurrection. Hence Schrader, Kayser, 
Kittel and Driver disregard the imaginary difficulty above alluded to, and connect 

these words with Dathan and Abiram, in which case "men of renown," though a 
J phrase, must be surrendered to P.* Kuenen, Wellhausen, and Dillmann con- 
tent themselves with saying that the two sources are here inextricably blended, 
the original text of neither having been completely preserved. The complaint of 
the critics that the imperfect form of the sentence betrays a corruption of the 

text, which they attempt to remedy by emendation and which justifies their 

assumption that incongruous clauses have been put together, is sufficiently 
answered by Gesenius.t It is simply an anacoluthon; Korah, Dathan and Abiram 

took and rose up against Moses with 250 men, for "took 250 men and rose up 
with them against Moses."' 

On is not mentioned after v. 1 either because of the subordinate part which 
he took in the conspiracy or because he withdrew from it before the final catas- 

trophe. Peleth is not otherwise known, unless possibly this may be another form 
for Pallu Gen. 46:9, Num. 26:5, see Josephus Ant. 4,2,2. It is not necessary with 

* Schrader alone seeks to retain it for J, though this is forbidden by the structure of the 
sentence when so divided ; and oddly enough he makes it an appendage to a clause of E. 

t Thesaurus, p. 760a. 
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several recent critics to adopt the conjectural reading* "Eliab the son of Pallu, 
the son of Reuben." 

Then vs. 3-11, 16-24, as relating to Korah and his company, is given to P; 
and vs. 12-15 concerning Dathan and Abiram to JE. But as Nildeke per- 
ceived v. 13 cannot be separated from v. 9. The correspondence in the opening 
words cannot be casual. Moses reminding the sons of Levi of the special favors 
accorded to them says Is it a small thing to you? Dathan and Abiram retort 

upon Moses his own words, Is it a small thing that thou hast done to us ? So that 
he felt constrained to give vs. 13,14b to R, though in so doing he mutilated their 
reply and sacrificed a J phrase "a land flowing with milk and honey." As the 
combination "fields and vineyards" is elsewhere found only in E, Dillmann par- 
cels 14a between J and E, and assumes on this ground and that of some similar 
criteria that there are traces of a duplicate account of Dathan and Abiram; others 
confess that they cannot discover them. V. 15a is an additional source of trouble. 

Vatke, Kuenent and Kittel tear it out of its connection and give it to P, as 

though this clause related to Korah. Other critics admit that it must have refer- 
ence to Dathan and Abiram. Kayser thinks it a prayer that God would not re- 

gard with favor offerings that they might at any time present. Dillmann con- 
cedes that it implies that Dathan and Abiram were not merely in rebellion against 
the leadership of Moses, but that they had designs likewise upon the priesthood; 
this plainly shows that they were making common cause with Korah and that 
there was no such divergence between their designs as the critics allege. Moses' 
protestation v. 15b is called out by their assault upon him, as his petition v. 15a 
by their assault upon Aaron. So that the same twofold aim is attributed to them 
as v. 3 to the company of Korah. Parcelling these clauses between two writers 

(Dill., Well.) as though they represented different views of the designs of Dathan 
and Abiram is altogether arbitrary and without justification. It seems therefore 
from all these considerations that vs. 12-15 are too closely linked with the rest 
of the narrative to be separated from it. 

But the critics encounter still more formidable obstacles in carrying their par- 
tition through vs. 24 sqq. The three ringleaders are here combined; and every de- 
vice is used to annul the explicit statement of the passage. iN6ldeke says that 
inasmuch as the people in v. 19 were standing with Korah at the door of the Tab- 

ernacle, there is no sense in saying that those who would not perish must get 
away from the dwelling of Korah, Dathan and Abiram. The command of God, 
which Moses repeats and the people obey, must be that they must remove from 
the neighborhood of Korah and his company. V. 24 must originally have read 
"Separate yourselves from Korah;" in v. 26 "tents" must be expunged; v. 27a 
can only describe obedience to the injunction of v. 24 in its original form. With 

*First proposed in Eichhorn's Repertorium, II., p. 251. 
t Kuenen Hex., p. 95, gives vs. 13,14 as well as 15a to P, though p. 154 vs. 12-14 are assigned to 

E; is this an oversight or a misprint ? 
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this connects immediately the catastrophe v. 35. In the other narrative, he tells 

us, v. 24 probably read "The people stood about the tabernacle of Dathan and 
Abiram." Then v. 25 follows appropriately. Moses to whom they would not go, 
goes himself to them accompanied by the elders of Israel. In v. 27a may be frag- 
ments of the continuation. And vs. 27b-34 completes the story. This is an en- 

largement upon the original conclusion, which was simply vs. 28,32 (without the 
last clause), 34. This is based on the critical assumption, which would make 
havoc of any composition to which it was applied, that everything which can be 
removed from a passage without destroying its continuity, is to be reckoned an 

interpolation. 
The critics divide upon the question what they are to do with v. 24 to rid 

themselves of its testimony. Schrader and Wellhausen simply erase "Dathlan and 
Abiram." Vatke in addition erases "Korah " and reads " the Tabernacle; " Kay- 
ser "the Tabernacle of witness; " Dillmann " the Tabernacle of Jehovah." All 

proceed on the assumption that the only thing to be desired was the safety of 
those who were gathered at the sacred Tent. This results from the arbitrary par- 
tition of the narrative, which the critics have themselves made, and is directly 
counter to the express statements of the record. The supreme moment had now 

arrived, when the rebellion was to be quelled by immediate divine interposition, 
and the awful overthrow of those by whom it had been initiated and fomented. 
The rebels who were present with their censers at the door of the Tabernacle were 
but a part of the conspirators; Dathan and Abiram with all that adhered to them, 
were likewise to be involved in the destruction that was to ensue. The appear- 
ance of the divine glory, v. 19, had already spread consternation among the crowd 
of spectators and malcontents at the sanctuary. It was necessary that ample 
warning should likewise be given to the rest of the congregation, that they should 

escape with all haste from the vicinity of the dwelling-place of Korah, Dathau 
and Abiram. And it is one of the undesigned coincidences, which give incidental 
confirmation to the truth of this narrative, that the Levitical family of Kohath, to 
which Korah belonged and the tribe of Reuben to which Dathan and Abiram be- 

longed were encamped alike on the south side of the Tabernacle, Num. 2:10, 3:29, 
so that their dwellings were contiguous, which both gave them opportunity to 
concoct their plans, and is the reason why the singular term is used v. 24, since 
they had one common dwelling place.* 

* It is objected by Dr. Driver that fDUD is never in prose applied to a human habitation. But 
this very passage proves that it may be so applied legitimately, even if it were conceded to be 
from R. The objection is only advanced in the interest of a precarious critical hypothesis and 
is disregarded by critics like Knobel, Schrader and Wellhausen, whose hypothesis does not re- 
quire it. The word is freely used both in a sacred and secular sense in poetry (see in this very 
book Num. 24:5 where it is parallel to ~' 4 as here v. 26) and even in prophets who approxi- 
mate ordinary prose as Jeremiah and Ezekiel. A precisely similar instance is afforded by 

f.l which, apart from its application to the company of Korah, is uniformly and exclusively used of 
the congregation of Israel throughout the Hexateuch and in all the rest of the prose of the Old 
Testament save Judg. 14:8, 
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The narrative is strictly consistent. The people are warned to leave and do 
leave the dwelling place of Korah, Dathan and Abiram. Dathan and Abiram 
were in their tents, vs. 25,27, but Korah was not, vs. 16-19. He must, however, 
have left the tabernacle and gone to his tent in bold defiance of the warning given, 
since he was swallowed up by the earth (with which 17:5 [A.V. 16:40] does not dis- 

agree) with all the men that appertained to him i. e. his servants and retainers but 
not his children 26:9-11, from whom the noted family of psalmists and temple- 
singers of a later period was descended. Here is again an incidental proof, as 
Haevernick justly remarks, of the historical reality of this transaction. No one 
could have invented such a story about the ancestor of so eminent a family. 

Ni•ldeke is alone in assigning v. 26 to P, and converting it into an exhortation 
to the crowd at the Tabernacle to separate themselves from those that were offer- 

ing incense. Others admit that it must mean what both its language and its con- 
nection require, separation from Dathan and Abiram; and they accordingly give 
it to E (or JE), in spite of "congregation" 

rr. 
a word that is with the greatest 

confidence declared to belong to P. This same word occurs again v. 24, which in 

consequence of its correspondence with v. 27 Wellhausen confesses must belong 
to JE, and cannot even by "a right bold cut" be saved for P. So also "con- 
gregation" T) v. 33, and "create" N * v. 30. 

Dr. Driver argues the composite character of this narrative from 

"the inequality of the manner in which Korah, DI)athan, and Abiram appear in it; whereas in v. 
1 sq. they are represented as taking part in a common conspiracy, they afterwards continually act 
separately; Moses speaks to Korah without Dathan and Abiram, and to Dathan and Abiram 
without Korah (vs. 4-11; 12-14; 16-22; 25sq.); Dathan and Abiram do not act in concert with 
Korah vs. 16-22, but remain in their tents at a distance vs. 26,27; finally, their fate is different. 
In other words, Korah is united with Dathan and Abiram, not in reality, but only in the narra- 
tive; he represents different interests, and acts throughout independently of them." 

The fallacy in this reasoning lies in the primal assumption that men with differ- 
ent aspirations and different personal interests and aims cannot be united in the 
same uprising against the constituted civil and ecclesiastical authorities; and that 
different parties so combined cannot be dealt with separately. That Korah, 
Dathan, and Abiram were joint conspirators is expressly affirmed; that to a cer- 
tain extent at least they had common aims comes out, as we have seen, in the 
narrative itself. Moses showed his wisdom in dealing with these parties sepa- 
rately; his appeal addressed to the Levites ought to have shamed them into a 
surrender. That those who would usurp the priesthood were forward to accept 
the offered test by actually engaging in a priestly function is as natural as that 
Dathan and Abiram who would not recognize Moses' authority refused to obey 
his summons. The diversity of fate also grew naturally out of the circumstances. 
They who presumed to intrude on priestly functions unbidden, perished at the 

Sanctuary, which they had profaned. They who contumaciously remained aloof, 
perished by an infliction which rid the camp of Israel of their presence. There is 

nothing in all this surely to justify any one in setting aside the explicit asser- 
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tion of the sacred writer, that all were jointly engaged in the same rebellion, and 
that the different scenes depicted were but distinct parts of the same transaction. 

That Korah is not mentioned along with Dathan and Abiram, Deut. 11:6, is 
no proof that he was not associated with them any more than the omission of his 
name Ps. 106:17,18; neither is Aaron spoken of in connection with the golden 
calf v. 19. In singling out this one from all the judgments inflicted in the wilder- 
ness because of its peculiarly awful nature, Moses makes no special reference to 

Korah because in this address to the people there was no need of emphasizing the 
fate of usurpers of the priestly prerogative, which no one was disposed to con- 
test. 

It is claimed, however, that this narrative is capable of yet further dissection. 
Wellhausen discovered that not only two but three narratives are here combined. 
These are, he tells us, only preserved fragmentarily, nevertheless their distinctive 

points can be readily recognized. 1. In J Dathan and Abiram rebel against Moses 
as ruler v. 13 and judge v. 15b. Cited by Moses they refuse to appear and he goes 
himself with the elders to their tents. God decides in his favor, the earth opens 
and they go down alive. 2. According to another source in JE, Korah a secular 

chief, probably of the tribe of Judah, and others with him contend for the priestly 
prerogative of all Israelites and against the limitation of it to the sons of Levi i. e. 
Moses and Aaron. They exercise their supposed right by bringing an offering 
v. 15a. All Israel at God's command separate themselves from the dwelling of 

Korah; the earth opens and swallows them up. 3. In P Korah a Levite and 250 
of his tribesmen rise up against Aaron, and demand that the inferior clergy should 
be made equal with the higher. They come before the Tabernacle with their 
censers and offer incense, but are consumed by the sacred fire. 

Wellhausen thinks that this discovery solves the puzzle which previous critics 
had proposed, but had not attempted to resolve, viz. how R came to combine two 
stories which had nothing in common. The solution he finds in the intermediate 

account, which touches J on the one side and P on the other. It agrees with J in 

being a revolt of the laity, and the offenders with their dwellings are swallowed 

up in the earth. It differs in that the uprising is not against Moses alone as a 

political leader, but against Moses and Aaron as invested with the priesthood 
(with which is connected the fact that they present an offering), and that instead 
of Reubenites, Korah of Judah is the leader. Now it is just in these points of 
difference that it approaches P. In P it is opposition against the spiritual pre- 
rogative (of Aaron), and it comes from Korah; but the third account diverges yet 
more widely from the first than the second and in the same direction. In 1 noth- 

ing is said of a spiritual order, but only of the prominent influence of a person in 
the commonwealth, against which opposition is roused. In 2 a hereditary priest- 
hood is growing up, which meets strong resistance from the excluded laity. In 3 
the clergy is an uncontested fact, but a separation was forming within it between 
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priests and ordinary Levites, which is as yet no fait accompli, but calls forth lively 
protests. In 1 Moses is attacked because of his personal position; in 2 Moses and 

Aaron, because of their caste-like elevation above the laity; in 3 Aaron, because 
of his elevation above the other Levites. In 1 the bringing of offerings is not the 
forbidden good for which the rebels strive; in 2 they bring a minha but do not 

perish precisely on that occasion; in 3 they are consumed by sacred fire before the 
Tabernacle in the act of offering incense. 

This view of Wellhausen, which has been stated almost in his own words, is 
based on his peculiar division of the chapter. He sunders vs. 3-5 from all that 

immediately follows, claiming that in these verses Korah (who is not a Levite) 
and other laymen affirm the holiness of the entire congregation against the pre- 
rogatives of individuals, they are zealous not for the Levites against Aaron, but 
for a universal priesthood against any clergy. This, he insists is quite distinct 
from the conception of vs. 8-11, which contemplates Levites not content with 
their existing privileges and desirous of more; they are zealous not for the con- 

gregation but for their order; as inferior clergy they claim equality with the supe- 
rior. And he lays great stress upon the fact that "causing to come near "' is the 

thing for which the rebels contend in v. 5, whereas in vs. 9,10 it is already pos- 
sessed. But there are different grades of approach; those who had been brought 
near as Levites aspired to the greater nearness of priests. That Moses singles out 
the Levites from the rest of the conspirators vs. 7b-11, in order to remind them of 
the special favor conferred upon them is no warrant for the severance of these 
verses from the preceding. Still further he arbitrarily throws vs. 6,7 out of the 
text as an insertion by R, intended to bridge the chasm; and he iritimates that 

"ye take too much upon you, ye sons of Levi" 7b may have been addressed to 
Moses and Aaron by the rebels, and originally stood in v. 3; whereas it is Moses' 
retort upon them of their own language, thus indissolubly binding v. 7 to v. 3, as 
we have already seen that v. 13 is tied to v. 9. 

The fragmentary character of this imaginary source, which Wellhausen him- 
self confesses, is shown by its springing at once from v. 5 to 15a, and from that to 
the final catastrophe, which he finds by separating v. 32 from vs. 30,31,33, as 
though the former speaks only of the earth swallowing up Korah and his company 
and the latter only of Dathan and Abiram. 

Kuenen followed by Dillmann repudiates Wellhausen's assumption of a 
Judaean Korah, who with his 250 partisans was swallowed up in the earth. He 
claims (Hexateuch, p. 334), as is his frequent habit elsewhere, that the original 
account of P is to be distinguished from additions subsequently made to it. In 
P's narrative "Korah and his band were represented not as Levites, but as Israel- 
ites sprung from different tribes. A later diaskeuast made Korah and his follow- 
ers Levites and transformed their contest with Levi for a share in the ritual into 
a contest with Aaron and his descendants for the priestly dignity. He gave the 
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narrative this new turn by describing Korah in v. 1 as the 'son of Izhar the son 
of Kohath the son of Levi,' by adding vs. 8-11 and by working over vs. 16-18. 
The section 17:1-5 (16:36-40) was also added by him or at least in his spirit." 

But in order to make out that Korah was not a Levite, it is necessary not only 
to strike vs. 7b and 8 from the text, but also his pedigree explicitly given, v. 1. 
This Dillmann shrinks from doing; and he makes the following frank confession, 
which overturns the whole hypothesis: "As in P Korah the leader of the com- 

pany was a Levite, and among the 250 were probably found some other Levites, 
and the rights of the Levites were then already ordained, ch. 3 sq. and 8, these 
verses might be defended as the original text of P." The only considerations 
adduced to the contrary are the expression "God of Israel " occurring v. 9, which 
is not a P phrase, and which might be a reason in the critics' eyes for referring it 
to E, but certainly not to a diaskeuast of the school of P; also marked prominence 
given to the "sons of Levi " who are addressed and identified with the company 
of Korah and set in antagonism to Aaron, vs. 7b-11, instead of Moses and Aaron, 
v. 3. But in specially addressing Korah and the Levites who were with him in 
the conspiracy, Moses neither alleges nor implies that the entire band consisted 

exclusively of Levites. And in failing to go the whole length with Kuenen in his 
eliminations from the text, Dillmann completely emasculates the hypothesis. A 

critic must be thoroughgoing, who would foist new meanings upon the text at 
variance with its plain intent. In admitting that Korah is a Levite, and yet sup- 

posing him to head an insurrection designed to annihilate the privileges and pre- 
rogatives of his own tribe, he involves himself in an inconsistency that wrecks 
his theory. An additional argument of Dillmann is thus voiced by Dr. Driver: 

"Observe, further, the threefold speech of Moses to Korah, vs. 5-7,8-11,16 sq., the 
third in part repeating simply the substance of the first." To this Nildeke long 
since made reply. It certainly is surprising, he says, that Moses begins to speak 
three times, but the importance of the subject accounts for this. In the first 
address he tells them how they can learn God's will; in the second he makes 
earnest representations to them; in the third he gives more exact directions what 
to do on the following day. These words of Nildeke meet the case exactly. 
Moses first speaks to Korah and his entire company, bidding them test the ques- 
tion on the morrow by presenting themselves at the Sanctuary with their censers. 
At the close he turns to the Levites amongst them, to whom he makes a special 
appeal. Finally, after Dathan and Abiram had refused to obey his summons, he 
turns once more to the entire company of Korah, renewing his demand that they 
should without fail present themselves at the Sanctuary on the morrow each with 
his censer, and Aaron too should bring his censer. There is nothing superfluous; 
all falls properly into its place. 

Kittel apparently tries to combine Kuenen's view with that of Wellhausen, 
by making the earth swallow up P's Korah and his company, while those of the 
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later diaskeuast are consumed by fire. It is difficult to say what Dr. Driver in- 
tended by assigning v. 32b to P. This is quite intelligible in Kittel, who gives P 
vs. 32-34 and attributes v. 35 to the diaskeuast; but not in Driver who gives all 
the rest of vs. 27b-34 to JE and v. 35 to P, and who strikes out "Korah " from 
vs. 24 and 27a.* 

It is urged in favor of assigning 17:1-5t to a later diaskeuast, that vs. 3,4 
contradict Ex. 27:2, 38:2 according to which the altar was already overlaid with 
brass. The contradiction is altogether imaginary. What was to prevent putting 
an additional covering of brass upon the altar, or substituting another cov- 

ering for that which was upon it? Besides the partition of ch. 17 between P and 
a supposed diaskeuast falls with the failure to establish a like partition in ch. 16. 

The remainder of ch. 17 is unanimously given to P, and it is claimed that the 
matter decided was the priestly rights of the tribe of Levi, not of Aaron and his 
house. But the priesthood of Levi centered in Aaron; his name was to be written 
on the rod of Levi; the tribe had no claim to priestly prerogatives except as its 
most distinguished son had been set apart to exercise them, and was now con- 
firmed in their possession. The failure of the critics to establish any partition in 
the account of Korah in ch. 16, or to eject any portion of it from the text settles 
the meaning of ch. 17 beyond further controversy. 

Knobel in the interest of his peculiar partition, in which he has had no follow- 

ing, claimed that the last two verses of ch. 17 were out of place, and that they 
must be linked back to 16:27b as an outcry of terror on the part of those who wit- 
nessed the fate of Dathan and Abiram, which is presupposed in the source from 
which this is taken, but not explicitly recorded. But, as Dillmann remarks, it is 
the peril of approach to the Tabernacle, which is emphasized. It is a wail of ter- 
ror occasioned not only by the destruction of those who were swallowed up in the 

earth, but by that also of the 250 who were consumed by fire and those who per- 
ished in the succeeding plague. And the proper place to insert it is just here at 
the close of the entire narrative, to mark the impression which the entire transac- 
tion left upon those who had passed through those awful scenes. 

6) THE LANGUAGE OF P.* 

There is not the space at present to point out in detail the factitious nature of these tabu- 

lated words and phrases, and to show how they are dependent upon critical manipulation and 
minute subdivision of the text. All that is now possible is to refer the reader to the intimations 

upon this point, which occur in the general course of the discussion. 

* Dr. Driver says that Wellhausen has receded from his former position and adopted that of 
Kuenen. I have no doubt of the correctness of the statement, though I have not been able to 
verify the reference. 

? In the Hebrew text; the English Bible 16:36-40. 
$ The numbers are those of HEBRAICA, VI., p. 265. The references are to former articles in 

this series, where the proper explanations are given. 
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OLD WORDS. 

(1) ,iir. (2) yIt37 1. VI., p.117. (3) ,'W 
Sect. 15, Lang. of P. (4) fllf' '9 73 always 

assigned to P. (5) 7K7P '3 
1•1Jt 

Sect. 14, 
Lang. of P. (6) 1"7 1"K0 V., p. 174 (7:19). (7) 

m0T "113 Sect. 15, Lang. of P. (8) i7J3 K'W3 

Sect. 15, Lang. of P. (9) In3 (for D'•) V., p. 

152(12). (10) 0t137 (= the law) Sect. 15, Lang. of 

P. (11) ]DfW V., p. 174 (8:1). (12) flnDW Sect. 

14, Lang. of P. (13) ;WY? 3 V., p. 174 (6:22). 
(14) J•] V., p. 174 (6:17). 

NNEw WORDS. 

None. 

7) THE LANGUAGE OF J.* 

OLD WORDS. 

(1) nfI'. (2) f1 170 v., p. 177. (3) K3 Sect. 

5, Lang. of J. (4) t-yLy '3 Sect. 10, Lang. of J. 

(5) 19 Sect.13, Lang. of E. (6) 'l~3 3p Sect. 

10, Lang. of J. (7) It NuD V., p. 175. (8) D'W 
V., p. 154. (9) ;V1W Sect. 2, Lang. of J. (10) 

'33 Sect. 5, Lang. of J. (11) fl'Yl V., p. 153. 

(12) f'D sect. 8, Lang.of J. (13) 3fl Sect. 13, 
Lang. of J. (14) '3iW Sect. 13, Lang. of E. (15) 

7lK Sect. 5, Lang. of J. (16) ?t' (of God) V., 

p. 176. (17) 17N Sect. 7, Lang. of J. (18) 

fT-V1 D7 Sect. 6, Lang. of J. (19) 
•lnJ 

V., p. 

155. (20) 01 Sect. 11, Lang.of J. (21) 1' V., 
p. 163. (22) D I. 

....D 
also in P Gen. 36:37; 

Num. 26:14,15. (23) pl V., p. 175. (24) tYifl 

Sect. 5, Lang. of J. (25) 37T11 Sect. 7, Lang. of 

J. (26) 0 Sect. 11, Lang. of J. (27) 10 'K 

1'K V.,p.176. (28) D3 D1WD Sect. 6, Lang. 
of J. (29) W10 Sect. 15, Lang. of J. (30) I V., 
p. 155. (31) 

•D 
V., p. 163. (32) 1~KW Sect. 10, 

Lang. of E. 

NEW WORDS. 

(1) D'WE D Num. 10:35J; besides in Hex. 

only Deut. 32:41; 33:1. 

(2) 0DS Num. 11:4 J; all in O. T. 

(3) 7K Num. 11:12 J; all in Hex. 
(4) N'T1 Num. 11:20 J; all in O. T. 

(5) •DK Num. 13:28; 22:35 J; 23:13 E; Deut. 
16:4; 32:36; 33:17; all in O. T. 

(6) Y3 Num.14:11R; v.23E; 16:30J; Deut. 
31:20; 32:19; all in Hex. 

(7) 
17D,3 

Num. 14:44 J; besides in O. T. only 
Hab. 2:4. 

8) THE LANGUAGE OF E.?t 

OLD WORDs. 

(1) 1Nj T V., p. 163. (2) py V., p.163. (3) 

17irw Sect.6, Lang.of E. (4) 
• 

Ex. 32:20J; 
Num. 11:8 E; Deut. 9:21; all in Hex. (5) 1"? 
Sect. 16, Lang. of J. (8) 0D V., p.156. (7) 173 

I1IKt 
VI., p. 166. (8) 17fK Sect. 5, Lang. of J. 

(9) .17 Sect. 13, Lang. of J. (10) 7'3 (= I be. 

seech thee) Sect. 11, Lang. of J. (11) K7 Sect. 

5, Lang. of J. (12) 123 V., p. 154. (13) 37fK 
Sect. 10, Lang. of E. (14) n'W Sect. 8, Lang. 

of J. 

NEW WORDS. 

(1) 31NDD Num. 11:1 E; besides in O. T. only 
Lamn. 3:39. 

(2) YiW Num. 11:2 E; all in Hex. 

(3) 0~1? Num. 11:8 E; all in Hex. 

(4) ~11 Num. 11:8 E; all in O. T. 
(5) T7D. Num. 11:8 E; all in Hex. 

(6) 
1"L?7 

Num. 11:8 E; besides in O. T. only 

Ps. 32:4. 

(7) tl•? Num. 11:32 E; all in Hex. 

(8) 2 13' (= speak against) Num. 12:1,8; 21: 

5,7 E. 

(9) 1'V?. Num. 12:1 E; all in Hex. 

(10) 13•• Num. 12:3 E; all in Hex. 
(11) 7~i (= to act foolishly) Num. 12:11 E; all 

in Hex. 

(12) VI' (= to spit) Num. 12:14E; Deut. 25:9; 

(15) ~nW 

K1. 

Num. 14:24; Josh. 14:8,9,14 E; 
all in O. T. 

(13) D1D Num. 12:14 E; all in Hex. 

(14) fDl Num. 13:30 E; all in Hex. 

Num. 32:11,12 J; Deut. 1:36; all in Hex. 

* The numbers are those of IEBRAIRCA, VI., p. 269. 
t The numbers are those of HEBRAICA, VI., p. 273. 
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SECTION XVIII. NUMBERS 20:1-27: 11. 

1. Chapters 20,21. 

In 20:1-13 water is brought from the rock at Kadesh. The critics are here 

again in great perplexity. The assumed criteria of the different documents are 
so intermingled that it is impossible to separate them without absolute disinte- 

gration of the entire paragraph. The first verse is alleged to be made up of either 
two or three constituents. The first clause, which notes the arrival of the con- 

gregation at the wilderness of Zin, belongs to P; the last clause recording the 
death of Miriam is from E; and the abode in Kadesh in the second clause is by 
Wellhausen referred to J; Dillmann is in doubt whether it is drawn from J or 
from E. The mention of the month but not the year in the first clause has given 
rise to a great amount of needless speculation. It is gravely asserted that the 

year must have been stated in the document from which the clause was extracted, 
but the divergence between the documents on this point was so serious and 
irreconcilable that R felt constrained to omit it. It is said that according to P 

the people now first arrived at Kadesh, by proceeding from the wilderness of 

Paran, in which they had hitherto been, to that of Zin in which Kadesh was situ- 
ated. The spies were sent in the second year of the exodus from some indeter- 
minate place in the wilderness of Paran, 13:3, whence they were condemned to 

go southward to wander in the desert, and they do not reach Kadesh until the 
first month of the fortieth year. In E the spies were sent from Kadesh, and the 

people wandered from thence back toward the Red Sea until finally after com- 

passing the land of Edom they came back to the land east of the Jordan, Num. 
14:25; Deut. 1:40,45; 2:1. According to J after sending the spies from Kadesh 
the people abode there "many days," Deut. 1:46, which Wellhausen interprets to 
mean "long years," i. e. the entire interval between the mission of the spies and 
their march to the land east of the Jordan. As Kadesh Gen. 14:7 bears the name 

En-mishpat, Fountain of Judgment, he infers that it was in Israelitish tradition 
a place of equal importance with Sinai as a place of legislation; or rather, he is 
inclined to believe that in the original form of this tradition the people were not 
at Sinai at all, but marched at once from the Red Sea to Kadesh and received 
their laws there. His reasons are that Judg. 11:16 makes no mention of Sinai, 
and in Ex. 17, which he takes to be another version of what occurred at Kadesh, 
the bringing of water from the rock was just before the giving of the law. And 
as Wellhausen thus easily gets rid of Sinai, Meyer* with equal ease expunges 
Joshua from the history. He tells us that in J Israel, after gaining full infor- 
mation at Kadesh from the spies, moved forward at once to the conquest of the 
land, the true account of which is to be found not in the book of Joshua but in 

Judges ch. 1, when purged from interpolations. It is the easiest thing in the 

* Stade's Zeitschrift, I., pp. 135 sqq. 
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world for a critic by this process to eliminate any feature from a narrative that 
he pleases. All that is requisite is to partition the documents so that it shall be 
absent from one or more of them, and then to insist that the tradition therein 

represented knew nothing of such an occurrence. 
That there is no discrepancy in regard to the place from which the spies were 

sent, was shown when ch. 13 was under consideration. As the children of Israel 
were at Kadesh at that time and now arrive again 37 years later, it is plain that 
this is a second visit. But this the critics strenuously deny. Because the people 
were at Kadesh, 20:14 JE, it is inferred that they had remained there ever since 
their first arrival, because no second coming is spoken of in this document. It 
lies plainly enough in the narrative to be sure, 20:1, but this has been assigned 
to the other document, and hence they will not suffer it to be taken into the 
account. And yet in innumerable instances they are obliged to assume that a 

given matter must have been stated in all the documents, though R has only 
preserved what was found in one, deeming this sufficient. And Dillmann (on 
Num. 14:34) argues that the silence of one or even two of the documents in 

respect to the forty years wandering in the desert involves no disagreement and 
does not discredit the fact. He also sets aside Meyer's preposterous conclusion 
from similar premises that the war against Sihon king of the Amorites 21:21 sqq. 
was a figment of later times. It is expressly stated that they were at Kadesh in 

the second year of the exodus, Num. 13:26; that they were bidden to leave 

Kadesh, 14:25; and that they came to Kadesh in the fortieth year. The critics 

assign the first statement to J, the second to E, and the third to P, and then 
claim that here is a serious contradiction. Whereas there is no contrariety in 
these statements, even if their partition were allowed. The contradiction lies 

merely in the utterly baseless conjectural narratives which they frame for these 

supposititious documents, and by which they undertake by creations of their own 
to fill the void produced by sundering paragraphs from the connection in which 

they stand. The fact that the name Kadesh occurs but once in the list of stations 
ch. 33 occasions no difficulty.* It is not unlikely that it is to be found there 
under some other name, perhaps Rithmah, v. 18, cf. 12:16; 13:26. Nor is it any 
objection that no record has been preserved of what took place during the years 
that intervened between the two visits to Kadesh. The period of wandering 
was barren of incidents appropriate to the sacred history. The rebellion of 
Korah and his associates and a few ritual laws are noted; all the rest is blank. 
The only other fact of importance, by which this long and weary sojourn in the 

* The occurrence of Ezion-geber 33:35 after a long series of stations otherwise unknown 
shows that the children of Israel had retraced their steps and gone back to the Red Sea, whence 
they proceed once more to Kadesh, v. 36. And on Dillmann's analysis the same thing appears 
from E. In 14:25 E the people are at Kadesh and are bidden to march back toward the Red Sea; 
and yet after this 20:1-14 they are again at Kadesh. This can only be escaped by arbitrarily 
assuming that R has transposed these narratives. 
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desert was characterized was the dying out of the old generation, and the growing 
up of the new. 

The complication of the succeeding paragraph from a critical point of view 
is such that Kuenen abandons the attempt to unravel it as hopeless. He says 
(Hex., p. 100), "With regard to Num. 20:1-13 opinions differ much." Then after 

stating the divergent partitions of the passage severally proposed by Colenso, 
Schrader, INldeke, Kayser, Wellhausen, and Knobel he adds in conclusion, "I 
should prefer to abstain from any decisive opinion on the details." The following 
is the analysis of Dillmann, which he has adopted mainly from Kayser. V. 2 is 
from P, 3a from E (E's account lacks a beginning, which makes it necessary to 
assume that something like 2a had preceded), 3b from P (because of the allusion 
to 16:35; 17:11-14), 4,5 from E (but the plural "ye" referring to Moses and 
Aaron is due to R, for E would not join Aaron with Moses), 6 from P, 7,8 "Take 
the rod " from E, (since Moses' rod is meant, v. 11), "and assemble the congre- 
gation, thou and Aaron thy brother, and speak ye unto the rock before their eyes, 
that it give forth its water " from P; "and thou shalt bring forth to them water 
out of the rock, so shalt thou give the congregation and their cattle drink" from 
E (only "rock" and "congregation " are P words, and have been inserted by R), 
9,10a from P, (on the assumption that "the rod from before Jehovah" means 
Aaron's rod, 17:25), 10b mainly from E (but modified by R with words from P), 
11 from E (only "congregation" is a P word), 12 from P (though one clause was 
inserted by R), 13 doubtful whether it is from P or E. 

It is certainly a very extraordinary procedure to attribute to R that he should 
make up his narrative by selecting clauses alternately from two different docu- 

ments, and that a narrative so constituted should nevertheless read smoothly and 

continuously. It is no commendation of the critical hypothesis that such ques- 
tionable expedients must be resorted to in order to carry it successfully through; 
that it requires such minute splitting of sentences, and such frequent assumptions 
of manipulation by R. 

It is alleged that v. 24; 27:14; Deut. 32:51 imply a different view of this 
transaction from that which is yielded by the existing form of the narrative. 
Moses and Aaron are there declared to have been excluded from Canaan because 

they rebelled against God's word and trespassed against him; and it is said that 
this is not borne out by either the language or the conduct attributed to them. 
The inference is thence drawn that R has materially altered the words ascribed 
to Moses v. 10 so as to soften down the expressions used in the document from 
which he drew, which seemed to reflect too severely upon the great leaders of the 
people. In the original story as given in P Moses and Aaron were themselves 
the "rebels," and not the people; and the question "shall we bring them 
water out of the rock ?" was addressed not to the people but to the Lord, and 
implied a refusal to do his bidding for the relief of the thirsty multitudes. But 
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the charge of falsification is gratuitous and unfounded; and the proposed emen- 
dation is utterly at variance with all that we know of Moses. That he could 
have been guilty of gross and contumacious resistance to an explicit divine 
command is inconceivable; nor is such a supposition required by any of the 

passages that relate to this matter. That the patience of Moses was exhausted 
so that he lost his temper and failed to control himself and "spake unadvisably 
with his lips," Ps. 106:32,33, we can easily understand. He had borne with their 

repeated provocations and murmurings through many long years, he had'again 
and again interceded for them and saved them from deserved destruction; and 
now that after all the experience they had had of God's goodness and mercy and 

power exerted on their behalf, the warnings and instructions they had received 
and the inflictions sent upon them for their correction, they should here on the 

very borders of the promised land and on the very spot where their fathers had 
been doomed to perish in the wilderness, repeat their offence, demonstrate that 
this protracted discipline had been without avail, and incur the risk of a similar 
sentence once more, was more than he could bear and he failed to demean him- 
self as he should have done on the occasion. The petulance displayed both in 
the address to the people and in smiting the rock twice, the distrust implied if 
not of the power yet of the grace of God to his transgressing people, and the 
self-exaltation in referring to their own agency in bringing forth the water rather 
than the immediate power of God, of which they were but the instruments, were 

seriously unbefitting their sacred office, and a betrayal of their trust as the accred- 
ited representatives of the Most High, and amply justify the censure from the 
mouth of the Lord, v. 12, "ye believed me not to sanctify me in the eyes of the 
children of Israel,'" and v. 24, "ye rebelled against my word." They were them- 

selves implicated in rebellion which they had charged upon the people; for they 
too were guilty of distrusting God, and that even after he had announced to them 
his purpose, and of dishonoring him before the people even while yielding formal 
compliance to the divine direction. 

There is quite as little reason for the charge that R has tampered with the 
text of v. 12, and that "because ye believed me not" is a mollifying phrase sub- 
stituted for a hypothetical original couched in severer terms. Faith in God is the 
only true principle of obedience, and want of faith is rebellion against him. The 
fact that "because"' and "believe" are not P words in the critics' esteem is 
unfortunate for them, but cannot unsettle the integrity of the text. 

The allegation that this paragraph and Ex. 17:1-7 are different versions of 
the same story is well answered by Ranke* in reply to a like suggestion of 

Vater, and more fully by Hengstenberg.t One event occurred in the first, 
the other in the fortieth year of the exodus; one took place at Rephidim, the 

* Untersuchungen, II., p. 225. 
? Authentie des Pentateuches, II., p. 378. 
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other at Kadesh. It is not true that both places received the same name; 
one was called Massah and Meribah there is not a word about giving a new 
name to the other and calling it Meribah. It is simply said, v. 13, "this is the 
water of strife;" and the allusions elsewhere are to "the water of strife at 

Kadesh," Num. 27:14, Deut. 32:51, suggesting a distinction from water of strife 
elsewhere. It is not surprising that there should be a want of water in both 

localities, and that the same cause should lead to similar murmuring and a like 

supply. They were journeying in a desert, and there were doubtless frequent 
occasions of murmuring for lack of water, cf. Ex. 15:22-24; Num. 21:5. But 
the principal point in the present narrative and the chief reason for recording it 
is neither the necessity of the people nor the miraculous provision that was made 
for it, but the sin of Moses and Aaron and their consequent exclusion from 

Canaan, which left its impress on the entire future course of the history. 
Wellhausen looks upon this narrative as a legend respecting the origin of the 

spring at Kadesh. And probably Dillmann's view is not materially different, 
since he remarks upon the digging of the well, 21:16-18, "This well was after- 
wards held in remembrance as a gift of God to the thirsty people, like that in 

20:13, but the song connected with it has also kept in memory the natural means 
by which it was opened; and this case is so far instructive in relation to others. " 

In his farewell address to the people Moses makes repeated and touching 
allusion to the sentence passed upon him at Kadesh, Deut. 1:37; 3:26; 4:21. 

However he does not expressly say that it occurred at the bringing of water from 
the rock; and he once speaks of it along with the exception in favor of Caleb 
and Joshua. Thereupon Dillmann makes this comment: "It may be inferred 
that E also had something respecting Moses' being condemned not to enter the 

promised land, but from the connection in which it is mentioned it was probably 
there referred to a different occasion." The critics have a great horror of harmo- 
nizing Scripture narratives; but they are ever ready with their conjectures for 
setting them at variance, where no variance exists. 

The negotiations with Edom 20:14-21* and the similar passage relating to 
the Amorites 21:21-31 are by Wellhausen assigned to J, by Dillmann to E; and 
Aaron's death 20:22-29 is given to P. The remainder of ch. 21 is in the esteem 
of the critics, to use a term applied to it by Wellhausen, quite "variegated." 
Dillmann gives 21:1-3 to J, and vs. 4-9 to E; only it is unfortunate for this view 

* According to Num. 20:14-21 Edom (and Judg. 11:17 Moab) refused Israel's request for a 
free passage and their oiffer to pay for bread and water; while in Dleut. 2:29 Edom and Moab 
are credited with having sold Israel food and drink while passing through their land. Kurtz 
(Gesehiehte des Alten Bundes, II. p. 419) shows how readily both statements are explicable from a 
difference of time and place. The mountains of Edom on the west rise steep and rugged from 
the Arabah, and only a few passes easily garrisoned are accessible on that side, but on the east 
they fall off gradually into an elevated region. On this side their land was open, and there was 
good reason why they should there make no hostile demonstration against the warriors of 
Israel. And the offence, which they had given Israel by their hostile attitude at the west, would 
of itself dispose them to greater care to avoid every provocation on the east. 
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of the case that v. 4 speaks of journeying from Mount Hor, to which Israel came 

20:22, a verse assigned to P. But R is on hand to remedy the evil. Dillmann 
tells us that R has here substituted "Mount Hor" for "Kadesh," where Israel 
was in the last E passage. He further gives vs. 10,11 to P, because they corre- 

spond with the station list 33:43,44; but by the same test 21:1-3 should be given 
to P on account of its correspondence with 33:40; but as this does not suit the 
critical sense, R is called upon again, and charged with having interpolated 33:40. 
The stations in vs. 12-20 have no equivalents in ch. 33, and for that reason are 
held not to belong to P, to whom the two preceding verses are attributed; they 

must, it is said, have been taken from some list of different origin. And as this 
has seven stations where ch. 33 has but four, it must in Knobel's opinion have 

represented Israel as journeying by a more circuitous route. But this neither 

argues diversity of authorship nor difference of representation. It has simply been 

prepared with a different purpose. Ch. 33 does not pretend to note every stop- 
ping-place, but merely marks enough of the principal points to indicate the general 
route. This is plain from v. 9, and particularly from v. 36, where the entire 
distance from a port on the Red Sea to Kadesh on the southern border of Canaan 
is passed over without recording a single intervening station. On the contrary 
21:12-20 notes several minor stations for the sake of introducing something in 
relation to them, or of preparing the way for something that is to follow, cf. v. 20 

with 22:41; 23:14,28. 
The slight variation in the form of the itinerary in the verses under consid- 

eration is also made a pretext for division. V. 11 "They journeyed from Oboth 
and pitched in lye-abarim." V. 12, instead of continuing on this exact model, 
that is almost invariably maintained throughout ch. 33, does not repeat the name 
of the last station, but simply says: "From thence they journeyed and pitched in 

the valley of Zered." In like manner v. 13. Vs. 16,18-20 abbreviate still further 

by omitting both the verbs. If, now, exactness of form is essential to identity of 

authorship, there is as much reason for sundering vs. 12,13 from the verses that 
follow as from those that precede them. And, notwithstanding the general fixity 
of form in ch. 33, v. 9 departs from it quite as much as 21:12,13. Instead of 

"They journeyed from Marah and pitched in Elim," it reads "They journeyed 
from Marah and came unto Elim ....and pitched there."' 

That the entire itinerary vs. 10-20 is a unit also appears from the fact that 22:1, 
which the critics assign to P, connects not with v. 11 P, but with v. 20, which it 

thus appears they are mistaken in attributing to a different source. For in 33:44 
-48 the station immediately preceding "the plains of Moab is not "Iye-abarim" 
but "the mountains of Abarim" which corresponds to "Pisgah," 21:20. More- 
over "thence" in v. 12 has nothing to refer to, if it is severed from v. 11. 

It is also argued that vs. 21-31 cannot be by the author of the preceding 
itinerary, because in v. 20 Israel is already beyond the place at which we find 
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them in v. 21. But this affords no reason for division. The writer simply saw 
fit to complete his itinerary as far as Pisgah before recommencing his narrative. 

It appears, consequently, that this chapter is not quite so "variegated" as 
the critics represent it to be. Their grounds of partition are altogether invalid. 
And their assaults upon its historical accuracy are equally futile. It is charged 
that in v. 3 an event which took place at a much later period, Judg. 1:17, is 
erroneously transferred to the time of Moses. To this it has been replied that 
the fact is simply mentioned here by anticipation, but it is not said that it occurred 
at this time. The charge is without foundation, and the apology is unnecessary. 
Israel gained a victory over the king of Arad in retaliation for the attack which 
he had made upon them, and devoted some of his cities, calling one of them 
Hormah. This is not, as some have alleged, a parallel to Num. 14:45, in which 
Israel is said to have suffered defeat. The events are quite distinct and separated 
by an interval of 37 years. Hormah is in 14:45 called not by the name which it 
bore at the time, but by that which was given to it 21:3. After Israel's departure 
v. 4 the Canaanites again occupied the place and continued to use its ancient 
name. The king of Hormah is included Josh. 12:14 in the enumeration of the 
kings smitten by Joshua; and in the division of the land, Josh. 19:4, Hormah fell 
to the portion of Simeon, and when finally captured by that tribe in conjunction 
with Judah, Judg. 1:17, its Canaanitish name was abolished, and that by which 
Israel had known it ever since the time of Moses reimposed.* 

The eagerness, with which a certain class of critics seize upon every oppor- 
tunity to discredit the religion of Israel, finds illustration in Kuenen's treatment 
of the narrative in vs. 6-9. He conceives that the brazen serpent was set up by 
Moses as an object of worship, and discredits the account here given as an attempt 
in later times to free the great legislator from complicity in idolatry. He says 
(Hex., p. 245): 

"Num. 21:4b-9 must be brought into connection with 2 Kings 18:4. The author of this latter 
was acquainted with the story in Numbers, as we see from his words 'the brazen serpent, which 
Moses made.' But it is very doubtful whether Hezekiah and his advisers likewise knew it. The 
breaking of the Nehushtan seems rather to indicate that they regarded it not as a venerable 
and ancient symbol, but as an idol, or at any rate an image of Yahwe, on which it was their 
duty to execute the sentence pronounced by Isaiah. To that extent the writer of Num. 21:4-9 
and Isaiah differ, but on the main issue they are at one, since even the former does not defend 
the idol or Yahwe-image, and only rescues the brazen serpent by making it an innocent symbol 
of Yahwe's healing power." 

It is scarcely necessary to say that the gross misrepresentation is utterly 
without foundation, and is purely a figment of his own imagination. The purpose 
for which the brazen serpent was set up is distinctly stated in the narrative and 
is entirely free from idolatrous taint. Hezekiah put an end to the perversion of 
this ancient relic to purposes of idolatry by breaking it to pieces. 

* Hengstenberg, Authentie des Pentateuches, II., p. 220. 

*7 
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Meyer's extraordinary hypothesis endorsed by Stade held that the war against 
Sihon vs. 21-31 is a fiction of later times, invented to rebut the claims of Moab, 
the real fact being that there was no Amorite kingdom east of the Jordan, and 
Israel intruded there into Moabitish territory, contrary to the representations 
here made and repeated by Jephthah Judg. 11:15-23. This is refuted in detail by 
Kuenen (Hex., p. 236) and by Dillmann in his comments on this passage. It is 
not worth while to reproduce their discussion of so absurd a position. Kuenen 

very aptly says "Israel surely never waged a paper war. It is one thing to make 

apologetic use of such a fact as Israel's respect of Moab's frontier, and quite 
another to invent it for polemical purposes." It is interesting and curious to 
observe how in condemning this critical extravagance they censure methods 

which upon occasion they adopt themselves, and urge arguments at variance with 
their own positions elsewhere. Kuenen repels in this instance his favorite 

argument from silence, claiming that it does not follow from vs. 18b-20 that the 
author knew of no Amorite kingdom; for he had no occasion to mention it. And 
he adduces it in evidence of the weakness of Meyer's position that he is obliged 
to strike out certain words as a gloss from v. 29. Dillmann makes his strong 
point that the positive statements of one document should not be rejected, and an 

opposite conclusion drawn from the indirect data of other documents which are 

capable of being variously understood. 
Kuenen (Hex., p. 253) says that vs. 33-35 recording the conquest of Og king 

of Bashan "is a later addition rounding off the conception of the conquest of the 
whole Transjordanic district in the time of Moses." What makes it so evident 
to him he does not explain. This leaks out, however, two pages after, where he 

speaks of the "wholly unhistorical conception of the unity of Israel in the time 
of Moses, and the conquest of Canaan as an act accomplished simul et semel." 
This statement is at variance with his a priori conception of the history; therefore 
it is not true and the passage which contains it is not genuine. Wellhausen 
argues that this passage is an interpolation on four grounds. 1. Israel continued 
to dwell in the land of the Amorites v. 31. But how their occupation of this 

conquered territory prevented them from making additional conquests does not 

appear. 2. Nothing is said of the subjugation of the king of Bashan 22:2. But 
that verse speaks of "all that Israel had done to the Amorites; ;" and both 
Sihon and Og were kings of the Amorites, Deut. 4:46,47. 3. The silence of Judg. 
11:22. But Dillmann admits in repeating these arguments that there was no 
occasion for any allusion to Bashan in this passage. 4. The language of vs. 33-35 
differs from that of the preceding paragraph. Of this he gives but a single illus- 

tration, which has no significance whatever.* Dillmann adds another argument 
which he says is the decisive one, viz., that these verses agree verbatim with Deut. 

* The only instance given of what he seems to regard as a characteristic diversity of the 
language is that v. 35 has iA7 

Os_ 
while v. 24P has 

•.1]_. 
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8:1-3 and are Deuteronomic in language and thought. Hie hence infers that they 
have been interpolated here from Deuteronomy. But the borrowing may quite 
as easily have been the other way. 

2. Chapters 22-24. 

It is charged that 22:22-35 does not agree with the preceding part of the chap- 
ter, and must be attributed to a different source. Balaam had consulted the Lord 
and the Lord had told him to go, and yet here God is said to have been displeased 
with him for going. And when Balaam was stopped by the angel, he does not 
once allude to the fact that he was going by divine permission. The injunction 
laid upon him by the angel, v. 35, is precisely the same that the Lord had given 
him before starting, v. 20. So that the appearance of the angel in the one form 
of the story simply served the same purpose with the nocturnal revelations granted 
to Balaam in the other. According to v. 21 he went with the princes of Moab, 
but in v. 22 he was only attended by his two servants. 

Kuenen regards vs. 22-35 as a fragment of an older Balaam-legend. He says 
(Hex., p. 235), "The Balaam who sets out without consulting Yahwe, or perhaps 
against his orders, and is then opposed by the angel, seems to me to have an 

antique flavor, in keeping with the introduction of the speaking ass, and to be 
more primitive than the Balaam who is determined from the first to submit to 
God's command in spite of his wish to comply with Balak's proposal." 

Wellhausen is keen-eyed enough to see that the verbal correspondence of v. 35 
with vs. 20,21 is such that it cannot be from an independent source. He there- 
fore refers it to R, who has introduced it for the sake of harmonizing the two 
accounts. He must consequently find another termination to this episode, which 
he does by attaching vs. 37 and 39 to vs. 22-34 and filling the intervals with his own 

imagination. He thus makes out that Balaam after the encounter with the angel 
returned home; whereupon Balak went personally for him and then Balaam came. 
How he dared venture after being so summarily sent back, and why the angel 
interposed no further hindrance, Wellhausen does not tell us. 

Disposed as he was to the partition of Pentateuchal narratives Knobel annuls 
the entire basis for it here by showing what is obvious to every unprejudiced 
mind, that the narrative is consistent throughout, and that there is no such vari- 
ance as others have alleged. In v. 12 God had forbidden Balaam to go, because 
he must not curse the people. In v. 20 the imperative is not a command, but per- 
missive as in Gen. 16:6; 2 Sam. 18:23; 2 Kgs. 2:17. The Lord permits Balaam 
to go as he desires to do, but imposes the condition that he must govern himself 

entirely by divine direction. Balaam goes assuming that God would not insist on 

prohibiting the curse, as he had not continued to forbid his going. Balaam accepts 
Balak's invitation and goes with his ambassadors for the purpose of cursing. This 

displeased the Lord, and the angel was sent to reiterate and emphasize the divine 
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command in a manner that should secure obedience. That Balaam with his ser- 

vants might for a time be separated by a short distance from the company with 
which he was travelling, especially when passing along a narrow and winding 
path, v. 24, is not difficult to imagine; that he was travelling with the princes of 
Moab is expressly said, v. 35. 

The critics give vs. 22-35 to J, and the rest of the chapter to E, and appeal in 
justification to the interchange of divine names, though Wellhausen apologetically 
adds that they have not been accurately preserved. The occurrence of Elohimn 
four times in vs. 2-21 is urged as determining it to belong to E; but Jehovah also 
occurs four times where it is assumed that the word was originally Elohim, but it 
has been changed by R. Jehovah predominates in vs. 22-35 J, but Elohim is 
found in v. 22, for which R is again held responsible. The next two chapters are 
divided between the same two documents, but with some uncertainty to which 
each should belong. Wellhausen assigns ch. 23 to J, and ch. 24 to E; Dillmann 
reverses it, giving ch. 23 to E, and ch. 24 to J. But however they dispose of them, 
the divine names will not suit, and R must be supposed to have manipulated 
them here again. 

But now if instead of applying this mechanical rule which will not match 
the facts, we examine into the real state of the case, it will appear that there is 
no great mystery in the use of these names. There is an obvious design that runs 

through the whole, and a manifest significance in the manner of their employ- 
ment. In all the utterances of Balaam throughout these chapters, he constantly 
uses the name Jehovah with the single exception of 22:38, where in speaking to 
Balak he says, "Have I any power at all to say anything ? The word that God 

putteth in my mouth that shall I speak." Here the contrast is between the divine 
and that which is merely human. Apart from this he invariably uses the name 

Jehovah, whether he is speaking to Balak's messengers, 22:8,13,18,19; to Balak, 
23:3,12,26; 24:13; or uttering his prophecies,* 23:8,21; 24:6. He thus indicates 
that it was Jehovah whom he professed to consult, and whose will he undertook 
to declare. And it was doubtless because of his supposed power with the God of 

Israel, that Balak particularly desired his aid in this emergency. Hence, too, 
Balak uses Jehovah in addressing Balaam, 23:17; 24:11; only once Elohim, 23:27, 
as non-Israelites commonly do. When the writer himself in the course of his 
narrative speaks of God in connection with this heathen seer he steadfastly uses 
Elohim at the outset. Balaam regularly proposes to tell the messengers of Balak 
what Jehovah will say to him, but the writer with equal uniformity says that 
Elohim came to him and spoke to him, 22:9,10,12,20,22. He is not recognized as 
an accredited prophet of Jehovah; he is a soothsayer, Josh. 13:22, who used the 

* In these he likewise uses the poetical epithets El, Elyon, and Shaddai, but never Elohim: of 
course Jehovah my God, 22:18, and Jehovah his God, 23:21, are not to be regarded as exceptions 
to the statements made above. 
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arts of divination, Num. 24:1, and to whom the rewards of divination were 

offered, 22:7. But while it is only Elohim, the general term denoting the deity, 
which is put by the sacred writer in relation to Balaam considered as a heathen 

seer, it is the Angel of Jehovah who comes forth to confront him on his unhal- 
lowed errand, and Jehovah the guardian and defender of Israel who constrains 
him to pronounce a blessing instead of the curse which it was in his heart to 
utter. It is thus made evident that this chosen dependence of Israel's foes was 
after all in the hands of IsraeFls God, and under his absolute control and guidance 
in every step that he took and every word that he uttered. Hence from 22:22 

onward, wherever the writer speaks, he uses the name Jehovah, not only in the 
encounter by the way but after his arrival in determining what he shall say. To 
this there are but two exceptions; in 23:4 when Balaam had gone to a summit to 
look out for auguries, we are reminded by the phrase 'And God (Elohim) met 
Balaam' that he was but a heathen seer at last; yet it was Jehovah, vs. 5, 16, 
who put the word in his mouth. In 24:2 the thought to be expressed is that he 
was divinely inspired, that he spoke by an impulse from above and from no 

promptings of his own; a thought which is further emphasized by Balaam him- 
self in the opening of his discourse, vs. 3, 4. To indicate this contrast of the 
human and divine it is said that 'the Spirit of God (Elohim) came upon him;' 
but it was the conviction forced upon him that it was Jehovah's purpose to bless 
Israel which kept him from going to meet auguries as at other times, v. 1. A 

striking feature in the narrative is lost sight of, if this significant employment of 
the divine names is overlooked. No account can be given of this nice discrimin- 

ation by the partition hypothesis, which obliterates it entirely, and sees nothing 
but the unmeaning usage of different writers coupled with R's arbitrary disturb- 
ance of the text for no imaginable reason.* 

Wellhausen further attempts to bolster up the partition of ch. 22 by the dis- 

covery of doublets. These are adopted and the number increased by Dillmann, 
who accordingly finds several scraps of J worked into E's portion of the narra- 
tive. V. 3a is cut out for J as an unmeaning tautology along side of 3b, as 

though nothing could be conceded to a writer but the baldest expression of his 

thought. V. 4 comes under the condemnation of suggesting a different ground 
of apprehension from that in v. 6, not fear of military power but concern lest 
such large masses of people would use up all the surrounding pasture grounds. 
This would contain no allusion to the previous wars of Israel, while v. 6 goes with 

E, who has just recounted the victory over Sihon. And yet J had told how they 
had dealt with the king of Arad 21:1-3; and the "sore afraid" of v. 3a points 
to something more than Dillmann finds in v. 4. Morever, the statement v. 4b 

* A like alternation of divine names with its profound significance, where the partition 
hypothesis is similarly at fault, occurs in Gen. 22, where Elohim the generic name for the Deity 
is used in the temptation of Abraham, and it is Jehovah and the Angel of Jehovah who appears 
for the rescue of the patriarch and his child. See HEBRAICA VI., p. 162. 
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"Balak was king of Moab " is declared superfluous after v. 2, in which we are 
told that the words "king of Moab " must originally have been attached to the 
name of Balak and R struck them out because of this clause which he was about 

to insert from J. But if R thought it best to reserve this statement for v. 4, why 
may not the original writer have done the same ? Hypothetical emendations of 
the text form a slender ground for a critical partition otherwise uncalled for. 
The critics further find "the elders of Midian " in v. 4 and again v. 7 embarrass- 

ing. Moab and Midian are connected again ch. 25, where the critics sunder them 

by slicing the chapter into two parts, each of which is incomplete without the 
other. Wellhausen suspects that Midian has been introduced here by R to prepare 
the way for the subsequent junction, which the critics will not allow. But this 

conjecture is too far fetched, particularly as Moab and Midian are also brought 
together in Gen. 36:35. These incidental indications of the intimate association 
of Midian and Moab are confirmed by Josh. 13:21, where the chiefs of Midian are 
called princes of Sihon, who had founded an Amorite kingdom in Moabite terri- 

tory. Dillmann contents himself with assigning vs. 4 and Ta to J, and noting that 
Moab and Ammon act in concert in J but not in E. Of course if a critic may 
erase what he pleases from a passage he can limit its contents accordingly. 

Offence is taken at the clause in v. 5, "the land of the children of his people," 
and by the addition of a single letter in IIebrew it is converted into "the land of 
the children of Ammon."' This is then sundered from the context which in this 

new form it palpably contradicts, and assigned to J and thus an additional con- 

trariety is established between J and E. In E Balaam was from Mesopotamia, 
in J he was a Midianite residing in Ammonite territory. How easy it is to find 
corroboration for a foregone conclusion may be seen from the fact that 22:24 sq. is 

actually pressed into the support of this conjecture, which is directly in the 
face of all historical testimony. These verses, we are told, presuppose a culti- 
vated region, not the way from Pethor through the Syrian desert. 

The plain reference to 22:18 in 24:11-13, which Dillmann attributes to J, 
makes it necessary for him to cut 22:17,18 out of its connection and give it to J 
likewise. IHence arises a fresh diversity. In J but not in E Balak's messengers 
take Balaam the rewards of divination, and when these prove insufficient, they 

promise him great treasures. A new diversity of diction follows also. J has, v. 
18, "servants of Balak," whereas E calls them "princes of Moab," vs. 14,15,21. 
Dillmann escapes from the admission that J calls them the same in v. 35 by refer- 

ring the last clause of the verse to R. But if "servants of Balak "' may be by 
the same hand as "elders of Moab," J v. 7, why not "princes of Moab " also ? 

Both Wellhausen and Dillmann admit that the narrative of Balaam and his 

prophecies has the appearance of unity and completeness, which however they 
attribute not to the original author, but to the compiler. As if artful adjustment 
of pieces independently prepared could supply the lack of true inward conformity. 

Wellhausen says: 
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" Ch. 23 and 24 have been put together by a third hand. It must be confessed that this has 
been well done. The narrative appears to be all of one casting, and has really been cast anew 

by the Jehovist (Rj.)" 

Dillmann exhibits the orderly arrangement of the narrative and its adaptation 
to its place in the Pentateuchal history in the following admirable and striking 
manner : 

"The uneasy dread which heathendom felt of the people of Jahve when come upon the 

scene, its foolish conceit that it could check Israel's career of conquest by its magical powers, 
the superior might of Jahve, who uses the heathen seer as his instrument for the advantage of 
his people, and transforms the curse which the seer sought to obtain by all the methods of his 

art into a blessing, comes very vividly out in this narrative, which thus far stands alongside of 
the narrative of Israel's success in arms in ch. 22. But the main stress falls upon the contents 
of the discourses of Balaam, the ideal presentation of the greatness and glory of Israel, and the 

light thrown upon his victorious might, which is ultimately to vanquish all heathendom; in this 

respect it attaches itself to the glimpses of the final goal of history scattered through Genesis 
and Exodus 19. Corresponding to these points of view the narrative is very artistically framed 

in general and in particular. God does not allow permission for the undertaking of Balak 
and Balaam, which in itself is contrary to his will, to be, so to speak, wrung from him all at 

once, but only in three gradations or stages, in order then to convert it into its opposite by his 

superior might. And it is only gradually and by successive stages that the insight into the will 

of God dawns upon the seer ; it is only after a second trial that he gives up looking for omens 

and his inclination to curse, and thenceforward becomes the willing organ of the Spirit of God, 
who opens for him clear glances into the present and the future. And the divine oracles which 

he is obliged to announce, become progressively more full of meaning and more definite. They 
culminate in the fourth; and the last three, which complete the number seven, take the form of 

brief supplementary words of the already exhausted seer to illuminate the remotest future. 
So that all is manifestly firmly fitted and well ordered, and there is no doubt that one hand has 

put the whole together in this manner." 

These critics, nevertheless, maintain that ch. 23 and 24 are from different 

sources, one from J and the other from E; but which is to be referred to J, and 
which to E, they cannot agree. Driver is unable to make up his mind. He says: 
" It is uncertain whether ch. 23,24 belong to J or E, or whether they are the work 
of the compiler who has made use of both sources; critics differ, and it is wisest 
to leave the question undetermined." What, then, are the reasons for setting 
aside all the marks of unity, which seem at least to be so decisive ? 

Wellhausen alleges that in 24:2 Balaam appears to be looking down for the 
first time upon Israel encamped at the foot of the mountain, but in ch. 23 he had 
had the same view twice already. But there is not the slightest intimation that this 
was his first view of the camp of Israel. Balak was taking him from point to point 
in the hope that the ill success of his former endeavors might be remedied by sur- 
veying them from another station and under another aspect. 

He further claims that the spot indicated 23:28 as the one from which the 
view is taken, is precisely the same as that in v. 14, for Peor must be identical 
with Pisgah, since both are said to "look down upon the desert," see 21:20; as if 
the outlook from two different peaks might not be in the same direction. 
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As Wellhausen's attempt to prove the existence of a " seam" in 23:25-24:1 
is ineffectual, Dillmann tries to accomplish the same end in a different way. He 
admits that the author of ch. 23 may have had more than two discourses of 

Balaam, and that vs. 27,28 may be from his pen and introductory to a third dis- 

course, but they have been transposed with v. 25, and the hand of R is apparent 
in vs. 28-30. The suggestion of a transposition is quite uncalled for; v. 25 does 
not close the transaction. Balak expresses the wish that if Balaam found that he 
could not curse, he would at least refrain from blessing. Balaam reminds the king 
that, as he had already told him, he was obliged to speak whatever Jehovah bade 
him. This naturally leads Balak to seek to nullify the blessings thus far pro- 
nounced by another effort to obtain the wished for curse. The interference of R 
with the text is thought to be seen in two particulars. "Looketh down upon the 

desert,"s v. 28, is alleged to have been inserted by R, and copied by him from 21:20, 
which is simply an inference from the critical partition which assigns these verses 
to distinct sources, and moreover does not explain why R should here attach a 
statement to Peor that is there annexed to Pisgah; and if the allegation were true, 
it would only be an additional reason for disputing Wellhausen's use of this clause 
based on the assumption of its genuineness. The actual fact is that the itinerary 
in 21:19,20, cannot be dissevered from the narrative before us, for it was introduced 
as preparatory to the mention of the stations selected by Balak. 

The second allegation and the principal one is that R inserted vs. 29,30, the 

proof being that they are identical with vs. 1,2, whereas in the intervening in- 
stance v. 14, the same thing is more briefly stated. But the grounds of the con- 
clusion are not very obvious. Why should not the writer spread out in full de- 
tail the preparations for this last ineffectual attempt, even if he had not dwelt at 

equal length upon the one that immediately preceded ? After the sacrifices had 
been offered, Balaam sought no further auguries, since the conviction was now 

riveted upon him, that it pleased Jehovah to bless Israel. In spite of what he 

had said, 18:19,20, he had not until this moment abandoned the secret hope, that 

by renewed sacrifices Jehovah might yet be propitiated and induced to favor their 

designs against his people. IIe now saw that this was hopeless, and accordingly 
surrendered himself without prosecuting the arts of divination further to the in- 
fluence of the Spirit of God, which came upon him as he lifted up his eyes and 

gazed upon the hosts of Israel spread out before him. 
"The wilderness," 24:1, is the plains of Moab, in which Israel was then en- 

camped, 22:1. The expression does not justify the assumption of a difference of 
view as to the location of the people. 

According to the narrative the first two views obtained of the people were par- 
tial, 22:41; 23:13. Balak rested his hope of a different result on taking Balaam to 
another spot, whence a full view of the entire encampment could be gained, 24:2. 
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This evident progression, which presupposes a third discourse additional to the 
two preceding, Dillmann seeks to set aside by the unfounded assertion that the 

limiting clause in 23:13 is an interpolation by R; and that the meaning of v. 13a 
is that a complete view of the people was gained from that point. But this arbi- 

trary reversal of the explicit statement of the verse writes the condemnation of 
the critical hypothesis which requires it. 

It is said still further that it would not be surprising if Balaam had intro- 
duced himself by an appropriate description in the first and second discourses and 
omitted to do this in those that followed, but that he should thus announce himself 
as the speaker for the first time in the third and fourth discourses, 24:3,4,15,16, 
is insupposable. The explanation is not difficult, however. It is from the in- 
creased emphasis with which he would affirm the greatness and the future tri- 

umphs of Israel in language transcending any he had hitherto used that he pre- 
faces these discourses with explicit and reiterated declarations of the inspiration 
by which he spoke. He now for the first time abandons auguries, and surrenders 
himself wholly to the Spirit of God, that has come upon him with new power. 
Wellhausen argues that the author of 23:21,22,24 cannot have plagiarized from 

himself, and hence cannot have written 24:7-9; the two chapters are therefore 
not from the same hand. But why may not the same essential thought be re- 

peated in different discourses by the same speaker, when dealing with the same 

general theme ? Ch. 23:22 is repeated in almost identical terms in 24:8a, but the 
figure is developed in the latter passage and not in the former. And this is the 

only repetition. Israel's king is twice spoken of, but in 23:21 it is Jehovah, in 
24:7 an earthly monarch. In 24:9 as in 23:24 the people are compared to a lion, 
but differently conceived; in the one case he is seeking his prey, in the other he 
is in repose. There is no mere copying, or tame repetition. A kindred thought 
is presented, or a like image with a varied application; suggestive of the free 
movement of the same vigorous mind, not of the servile imitator. The further 
assertion that 23:23 must be regarded as an interpolation thrust in between v. 22 
and 24, because there is nothing corresponding to it between 24:8 and 9, is based 
on the gratuitous and false assumption that one passage is borrowed from the 
other or modelled after it. That it is a marginal gloss derived from a misinter- 

pretation of "iniquity," 23:21 is without foundation. The verse is appropriate 
in the connection in which it stands, and as Dillmann observes may be regarded 
as preparatory to 24:1. 

The denial of the reality of predictive prophecy leads the critics to affirm on 
the basis of Balaam's fourth discourse that the prophecies attributed to him 
cannot be dated prior to the reign of David,* whose victories they find here 

* This, too, is Dillmann's principal reason for assigning ch. 21 to the Judaean J, rather than 
the Ephraimite E. 
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described, and the last three discourses must belong to a much later period still, 
when the events there foreshown had taken place.* 

The fact is, however, as Hlivernickt has clearly shown, that the prophecies of 
Balaam are appropriate to the Mosaic age, and to no other. He speaks of the 
tents of Jacob, of the people as brought forth out of Egypt, of Moab, Edom, 
Amalek, and the Kenites, but makes no mention of the Philistines. It is said of 
Amalek that Israel's king shall be greater than Agag 24:7, that Amalek shall perish 

forever, v. 20, and of Edom, that he shall come under the dominion of Israel, v. 
18. This has been said to refer to the reign of Saul, who took Agag captive. 
But he did not destroy the Amalekites nor take possession of Edom. This was 
first done by David, and then it would not have occurred to anyone to exalt the 

greatness of Israel's king by a comparison with Amalek, or to make particular 
mention of Agag in such a connection. Still further, why should Asshur be said 
to waste the Kenites in particular, if this was written from the standpoint of the 

Assyrian period ? And where was there even then anything answering to ships 
from Chittim afflicting Asshur and afflicting Eber ? The terms of the prophecy 
carry us forward to the Greek and Roman empires; and that this should be writ- 

ten post eventum is quite impossible. 
It is likewise alleged that a totally different representation of Balaam from 

that in the narrative before us is implied in 31:8,16, Josh. 13:22, according to which 

it was by his crafty counsel that the Midianitish women seduced the Israelites to 

idolatry and fornication, and he was slain in the war against Midian, by which 

the crime was avenged. It is said that this is quite another Balaam from the one 
who governed himself so constantly in his words and actions by the bidding of 

Jehovah. But his inclination to gratify Balak by cursing Israel appears through- 

out, and was only held in check by the constraint divinely laid upon him. But 

when Jehovah had accomplished his purpose of making him bless Israel against 
his will, and the divine constraint was taken off, what was to prevent his native 

inclination from resuming its sway, and that with the greater violence from the 

temporary check to which it had been subjected ? HIe knew that the secret of 

Israel's strength, and of their future predominance lay in the blessing and favor 
of Jehovah. If they could only be persuaded to be unfaithful to him, their ruin 
would be effected. IIenice his malicious suggestion. That Balaam's connection 
with the criminality of Baal-Peor is not intimated in ch. 25, but only brought out 

* Vatke, who gives the whole of ch. 22-24 without exception to E, remarks (Einleitung in 
d. A. T., p. 373): "The criticism of the Pentateuch is essentially fixed by this section; for by it 
alone are we able to determine the age of the sources. Balaam prophesies that Israel's king, 
viz: Saul shall be greater than Agag, cf. 1 Sam. 15:8,32,33; David's victories over Moab and 
Edonm, 24:17,18; ships from Chittim humble Assyria = Shalmaneser compelled to withdraw from 
Tyre A.D. 722. But he knows nothing of the destruction of the Assyrians before Jerusalem in 
701, which he must have mentioned, if it had taken place. E must consequently have written 
between 722 and 701." Such an argument can of course have weight only with those who agree 
with the critic in his principles, and in his interpretation of the details of the prophecy. 

t Einleitung in d. A. T., I., 2, p. 507. 
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incidentally, 31:16, is doubtless because it only became known to Israel after his 
malicious designs had been carried into effect. 

It has also been charged that this is contradictory to 24:14,25, according to 
which Balaam returned to Mesopotamia after his interview with Balak; how then 
could he have counselled Midian, as he is said to have done, or have been slain in 
the war with Midian ? The question is simply addressed to our ignorance. The 

history had no further concern with Balaam than to record what he did to the 
chosen people. It had no interest in giving the details of his biography. 
Whether he reached Pethor and was again sent for, or whether he simply started 
back on his way thither, and was diverted to give aid to Midian, we do not know. 
Either is possible, and either would be in harmony with all recorded facts. In 

strictness, 24:25, affirms simply that Balaam turned back homeward; that he 

actually reached his home might be presumed, if there were no reason to suspect 
the contrary, but it does not properly lie in the words. The interview with Balak 
had a very different result from that which had been anticipated. It now ended 

abruptly. Balak and Balaam parted, each going his own way, disappointed and 

chagrined. There was no occasion to say more. 

3. Chapter 25. 

The critics claim that vs. 1-5 are not in accord with vs. 6-19. Nildeke 

sought to account for this by the assumption that the opening verses of the chap- 
ter had been "worked over"; but Knobel and others after him maintain that 
different sources have here been drawn upon. According to one Israel was led 

astray by Moabitish women, v. 1, according to the other by Midianitish, v. 6. In 
the former the offence was both whoredom and idolatry, vs. 1-3, in the latter 
whoredom only. In the former the transgressors were executed, vs. 4,5, in 
the latter they were punished by a plague that swept away 24,000, v. 9. In the 
former Mloses by the Lord's command bid the judges inflict the penalty of death 

upon all the guilty, vs. 4,5; in the latter Phinehas unsolicited under the impulse 
of his own zeal transfixed with his javelin a particularly flagrant offender, vs. 7,8. 
Accordingly we are told that vs. 1-5 is from E or JE, and vs. 6 sqq. from P. But 
then the awkward confession has to be made that P's narrative lacks a beginning, 
and JE's lacks a conclusion. It must be assumed, therefore, that R has omitted 
the beginning of P's narrative, and substituted for it an extract from JE, which 
really has no congruity with it; and that he has in like manner dropped the end 
of JE's narrative, substituting for it an extract from P, to which it is altogether 
unrelated. The question then arises what conception we are to have of the good 
sense or the good faith of R, who could unwittingly or on purpose blend together 
two stories as distinct and as unlike as these are represented to be. IIow he could 
have perpetrated such a mistake with both narratives in full before him, when the 
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critics detect it so readily from the fragments that remain, it is difficult to 

imagine. 
But apart from this embarrassment inherent in the very supposition of such 

an incongruous combination the proposed partition of the chapter is explicitly 
nullified by v. 18, where the matter of Peor, v. 3, and the matter of Cozbi, v. 15, 
are joined together as part and parcel of the same transaction, with which more- 
over the plague, v. 9, was associated. From this direct and positive testimony 
there is no escape but by a fresh assumption that R has either himself inserted 
vs. 17,18, or has seriously meddled with the text. 

The aid of R must also be invoked in other cases before the way is cleared 
for the partition of this chapter. The allusion to this same affair in 31:16 com- 
bines the trespass against Jehovah in the matter of Peor which the children of 
Israel were induced to commit, 25:3, with a resulting plague among the congrega- 
tion, 25:9. The same combination recurs Josh. 22:17, again binding together the 
two parts of this chapter, which the critics insist on separating. Fresh assump- 
tions of the interference of R with the text are necessary to get rid of these testi- 
monies. The same thing seems to be implied in Deut. 4:3, which couples the sin 
of Baal-peor with divine inflictions upon those by whom it was committed. Ps. 

106:28,29 is also based upon the history in its present form. There is not the 

slightest indication anywhere that the narrative ever existed or was in circulation 
in any other form, none that it was ever known or referred to in either of the 

partial forms severally attributed to JE and P. Every allusion to it demonstrates 
that it was from the first the same complete whole, embracing all the particulars 
which it now contains. These do not belong to distinct much less discrepant 
accounts of the transactions here recorded, but constitute together one well- 
ordered and consistent whole, whose several portions are mutually supplementary, 
but in no respect discordant or suggestive whether of variant tradition or diversity 
of authorship. 

The critics undertake to supply the lost beginning of P's narrative in sub- 
stance at least by a comparison of 31:16. Dillmann tells us that it must have been 

prefaced by an account of the crafty counsel given by Balaam the soothsayer to 
the Midianites to seduce the Israelites by their women, and thus bring them into 
disfavor with Jehovah; also by the further statement that this was done and was 
followed by the plague. Wellhausen goes so far as to detect some misplaced 
fragments of this original preface in the elders of Midian going to consult Balaam 
with the rewards of divination in their hand, 22:4,7. Kuenen on the contrary 
contends, Hex., p. 335, that Balaam could not have been mentioned in the verses 

preceding 25:6, or R would not have omitted it. This premise is correct enough 
in itself, and might naturally raise the question whether the true beginning of the 
narrative, vs. 6 sqq., which the critics are at so much pains to find, may not after 
all be before their eyes in vs. 1-5. Kuenen, however, uses it not to close but to 
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widen the breach already made, by inferring that P could not have connected 
Balaam with the affair of Baal-peor in 31:16, which in his view is not the work 
even of R, but of a later diaskeuast, to whom indeed the whole of chap. 31 is to 
be referred and consequently 25:16-18 also, which is evidently preliminary to it. 

But such sweeping consequences are quite too hasty. The writer knew of 
Balaam's connection with this scandalous transaction, but it was unknown to 
Israel at the time that the trespass was committed. His secret agency in the 
matter was, therefore, reserved for mention at the appropriate time, when all was 
revealed and the unworthy seer suffered the penalty of his misdeed. 

And now why is not vs. 1-5 the suitable introduction to the verses that fol- 
low ? The plague which had broken out among the people, vs. 8,9, and on account 
of which, v. 6, they were weeping at the door of the Tabernacle, is already inti- 
mated in v. 3, "the anger of the Lord was kindled against Israel," and in the 
measures required to be taken, v. 4, "that the fierce anger of the Lord might be 
turned away from Israel." 

The intimate connection of unchastity and idolatry nullifies the pretence that 
the criminality of v. 6 is dissociated from that of Baal-peor, v. 3, even if this were 
not explicitly set aside by v. 18. The act of Phinehas is quite in accord with the 

spirit of the command in v. 5. The ascription of the enticement, v. 1, to the 

daughters of Moab, whereas in the rest of the chapter only Midianites and Midian- 
itish women are spoken of, only shows that women of both Moab and Midian par- 
ticipated in the offence. And that the latter were the chief instigators is apparent 
both from vs. 16-18, and from ch. 81. The reason of all this is obvious from the 
situation. Israel was now encamped in "the plains of Moab," 22:1, a territory 
once belonging to Moab and still called by his name, but which had been wrested 
from him by the Amorites, and was now occupied by Israel after their victory 
over Sihon, 21:25,26,31. The women who were natives of the country were 

naturally called "daughters of Moab." At the same time Midianites were 

mingled with them in large numbers, and their princes had held positions of 

authority in this region under Sihon, Josh. 18:21; Num. 31:8. It was by the 

plotting of these princes and their subordinates that Israel was brought into this 

great peril. It does not appear that Balak took any part in it. It was properly 
upon Midian, therefore, and not Moab that this great crime was avenged. 

Dillmann is not content with sundering vs. 1-5 from vs. 6 sqq., but under- 

takes to split up vs. 1-5 likewise, in which he is followed by Kittel. He accom- 

plishes this by his usual method of doublets. He alleges that 3a duplicates 2b, 
and that v. 5 duplicates v. 4, which they do not. In the former instance a general 
statement of their participation in idolatry (cf. Ex. 84:15) is followed by a state- 
ment of the particular deity to which they had addicted themselves. In the latter 
case a direction given by the Lord to Moses is repeated by him to those charged 
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with its execution. There is no superfluous iteration in either. The alternation 
of the terms "Israel" and "people" also furnishes him a pretext for division. 
Guided by this criterion he assigns vs. la,3,5 to E, vs. lb,2,4a to J. But here his 
criterion breaks down; for 4b, which continues and completes the sentence begun 
in 4a, not only stands in the closest relation to v. 3, but has "Israel "' instead of 

"people " as in the first clause of the verse. There is no resource consequently 
but to assume that R has here again been tampering with the text. 

As a result of this partition Dillmann finds two differing accounts in these 

opening verses. According to J the people were unchaste with Moabitish women 
and were led by them to idolatry, whilst in E Moab is not named and the trespass 
of Israel consisted in their apostasy to Baal-peor. As a matter of course the 
elimination of certain portions of a narrative carries with it whatever they con- 
tain. The attempt to justify this critical severance by the statement that Josh. 

24:9sq. and Deut. 23:5sq. do not charge on the Moabites the injury to Israel 

through Baal-peor, is altogether wide of the mark. These passages serve rather 
to refute the critics' assumption based on the severance of vs. 1-5 from the rest of 
the chapter, that the Moabites were the only or the chief aggressors in the present 
instance. The blame falls mainly on the Midianites. Neither the king of Moab 
nor the Moabitish nation as such were engaged in this transaction. The appeal 
to Hos. 9:10 is void of all significance, for the brevity of the allusion contains no 

suggestion of the influence under which the sin was committed. 

Niildeke finds a diversity between vs. 4 and 5; according to the former the 
heads of the people were to be hung up before the Lord, according to the latter 
the offenders were to be executed by the judges. Baumgarten explains this as a 

mitigation of the original sentence. The heads of the people by reason of their 
official position were held responsible for the people's sin and were ordered to be 

executed, but Moses confiding in the divine mercy ventured to relax this stern 
command and charged the judges to put to death such as were actually guilty. 
But the difficulty is imaginary and arises simply from a misinterpretation. As 
Knobel shows, the divine command to Moses was not to hang up the heads of the 

people, but to summon them to his assistance and hang them, i. e. the guilty 
parties, those who acted in the criminal manner described in the preceding verses. 
This command Moses repeats to the judges, who were "heads of the people," Ex. 
18:25,26. Dillmann tries to make capital out of the apparent ambiguity of v. 4 
for his critical dissection, alleging that it has arisen from the manipulation of R. 
But if R thought the sense sufficiently clear as determited by the connection, 
why may not the original writer have been of the same mind ? 

The critics say that the narrative of J must in its primitive form have con- 
tained an account of the execution of this command. Knobel thinks that the 
Redactor in combining the accounts assumed that the plague took the place of 
the threatened executions. Keil is of the opinion that the order given to the 
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judges was not carried into effect, because it was superseded by the act of Phine- 
has. This, however, seems rather to be mentioned as a signal instance in which 
an offender of high rank met his deserts, and Phinehas is commended for the 

deed, and the priesthood is confirmed to him and his descendants for the zeal thus 
shown. As in similar instances the fulfillment of the order though not recorded 
is to be taken for granted, cf. Ex. 17:14; 19:12; 33:21; Num. 10:2,31. 

Dillmann queries whether vs. 10-13 is not a later addition because of some 

expressions not elsewhere found in P. Other critics do not share his scruples, 
and quote both the sentiment and the language of these verses as undoubtedly 
indicative of P. Zur the father of Cozbi is called, v. 15, head of the people of a 
fathers' house in Midian; v. 18, the prince of Midian; 31:8, a king of Midian; all 
in the same document. Such differences are, when it suits the critics, urged as 

proving a diversity of writers. 

4. Chapters 26,27:1-11. 

Vater suggested that the census of ch. 26 may be only another account of 
that recorded in ch. 1. And Wellhausen complains (Comp. d. Hex., p. 184) that 
no express mention is made at the outset of a previous enumeration. At the very 
least he says, the divine command in v. 2 should be, "Take the sum again," and 
this should be followed by an explicit statement that "they numbered the people 
a second time." Wellhausen seems to forget of how little avail such explicit ref- 
erences are in checking the adverse conclusions of critics. The very words for 
which he asks are found in Josh. 5:2, but "again " and "the second time " are 
there summarily thrown out of the text as harmonizing additions by a Redactor. 
It is not, he adds, until the close of the chapter, vs. 63,64, that this numbering by 
Moses and Eleazar in the plains of Moab is contrasted with that by Moses and 
Aaron in the wilderness of Sinai, and the statement made that Caleb and Joshua 
alone survived of those previously numbered. But this, he claims, directly con- 
tradicts v. 4, the last clause of which he sunders from what precedes and connects 
with v. 5 so as to read, "And the children of Israel, which went forth out of the 
land of Egypt, are as follows, viz: Reuben, etc." This is accordingly declared to 
be an enumeration of those who had come forth out of Egypt, which does not con- 
sist with the statement that but two of all those who came out of Egypt were 
included. Kuenen (Hex., p. 100) and Dillmann admit the correctness of Well- 
hausen's rendering of the existing text, but charge that "vs. 3,4 are corrupt* and 
warrant no certain conclusion." 

* To sustain his charge of the corruption of the text Kuenen asks, To whom does 0PV refer, 
v. 3 ? (evidently to "the children of Israel," v. 2), and alleges that the beginning of v. 4 is want- 
ing (but the ellipsis is readily supplied from v. 2). Dillmann adds that 008 after 

1"-- 
is unex- 

ampled, which is merely of force as against the Massoretic punctuation; if it be pointed Dn , it 
has numerous parallels, e. g. Gen. 17:22; 23:8; 35:13-15; 41:9; 42:30, and its equivalent Dy7 occurs 
Gen. 31:29; Deut. 5:4; Josh. 24:27. He adds further that we should expect 

.].-J}1 
instead of 

'g? if this were the object of 
f1., 

but there are abundant examples to the contrary, e. g. Ex. 
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But there is really no difficulty in the case. It is only the improper division 
of the sentence which creates even the semblance of trouble. The text is correct 

as it stands, and the various emendations which have been proposed are needless 
and uncalled for. The English version renders it correctly, "As the Lord com- 
manded Moses and the children of Israel which came forth out of the land of 

Egypt." As plain as words can make it, direction is given that the present enumer- 
ation should have the same limit of age, "from twenty years old and upward," as 
God had commanded on the previous occasion when Israel had just come out of 

Egypt. So interpreted, as it was intended to be, the clause has its appropriate force, 
and contrasts the situation in which the former census was made with that of 

the present. But as it is linked by Wellhausen, it is superfluous and unmeaning. 
Why should a census taken years after the exodus be introduced by saying, "The 

children of Israel, who came forth out of the land of Egypt, were" so and so ? And 
what heedless stupidity is attributed to the Redactor, who could introduce such 

absolutely contradictory statements in the course of a single chapter, as Well- 
hausen would fasten upon him. 

In addition to this explicit reference to the preceding census in v. 4, there are 

repeated indications in the chapter that this numbering took place near the close 
of the sojourn in the wilderness, as the preceding had occurred at the beginning. 
It was, v. 1, " after the plague" an allusion to the events of the foregoing chapter; 
it was made under the direction of Moses and Eleazar, vs. 1,3, who had succeeded 

to the high priest's office upon the death of Aaron, 20:25-28. It took place, v. 3, 
"in the plains of Moab by Jordan near Jericho." It was, vs. 9-11, after the rebel- 
lion of Korah, D)athan and Abiram, related in ch. 16. It was preparatory to the 
division of the land of Canaan, vs. 52-56, upon the possession of which they were 

shortly to enter. It was, vs. 64,65, after the full execution of the sentence 
incurred on the occasion of the mission of the spies, ch. 14. Wellhausen himself 

confesses the propriety of the enumeration on two distinct occasions, with sepa- 
rate ends in view, each being an indispensable part of the narrative in which it is 

found, and even the order in which the tribes are named in ch. 26 being deter- 
mined by the arrangement of the camp fixed in chs. 1,2.* 

The futility of the inferences, which the critics so frequently draw, that a 

writer has no knowledge of a fact which he has before related, because he does 
not repeat the mention of it, whenever they think that he might do so, is clearly 
shown by this signal instance. 

83:2; Deut. 12:6; 1 Kgs. 1:44. And he urges that no such formula occurs elsewhere. This is 
true. The Lord ordinarily speaks to Moses, and makes him the medium of communication with 
the people. But if the Lord uttered his command to Moses and Moses delivered it to the children 
of Israel, why is it not entirely proper to say, as is here said, The Lord commanded Moses and 
the children of Israel ? 

* The order of the tribes in ch. 26 is precisely that of ch. 1, except that in naming the sons 
of Joseph the order of Ephraim and Manasseh is reversed, which is due to the change in their 
relative numerical strength. At the second census Manasseh had so increased as greatly to 
outnumber Ephraim, and is accordingly given the precedence. 
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Dr. Harper (HEBRAICA, VI., p. 277, note) thinks that "considerable doubt is 
cast on the historicity of the numbers" by the circumstance that "the aggregate 
number is very nearly the same, cf. 1:46 with 26:51," in the two enumerations; 
and that "in both, the tribal numbers as well as the total number are never given 
in units, and except in two cases (1:25; 26:7) are given only in hundreds." It is 

plain that the intention was to give the statement in round numbers, but why this 
should create suspicion of their unreality does not appear. Nor is there any 
obvious reason why in such a period of judgment the natural increase may not 
have been balanced by the losses, and while considerable changes occurred in the 
numbers of individual tribes, the sum of the whole may not have amounted to 

nearly the same as before. 
The critics allege that vs. 9-11 is an interpolation. Their reason for this is 

thus frankly stated by Kuenen (Hex., p. 100). It "refers to Num. 16 in its 

present form, and is therefore a later addition." It flatly contradicts the critical 
assumption that the rebellion of Dathan and Abiram is quite distinct from the 

conspiracy of Korah, and that the latter is an invention of a subsequent peripd, 
which came ultimately to be blended with the former. This passage confirms the 
narrative of ch. 16 in all its leading features, while the critics discredit it, and in 
order to get rid of its unwelcome testimony they arbitrarily pronounce it spurious. 
On a subsequent page (Hex., p. 335) Kuenen modifies his view somewhat. "On 
closer examination we see that these three verses are not from a single hand. 
The author of vs. 9,10 includes Dathan and Abiram amongst Korah's band, and 
therefore cannot have held this latter and his followers to have been Levites. 

His position is that of the first redactor of Num. 16. On the other hand the 
writer of v. 11 (' and the sons of Korah perished not') goes on the assumption that 
at any rate Korah himself was a Levite, and he wishes to explain how it could 
be that after the captivity there was still a Levitical clan of the B'ne Korah." 
But there is no divergence between these verses themselves nor between them 
and Num. 16. The only thing at variance with either is the unwarranted infer- 
ences of the critics. The combination of Korah with Dathan and Abiram does 
not prove Korah to have been a non-Levite contrary to the express declarations of 
ch. 16 and the plain meaning of ch. 26. The fact that "the children of Korah 
died not" is not explicitly mentioned ch. 16,* but is not in conflict with anything 
there narrated, and is indeed, as Dillmann points out, implied in the form of 

expression, "all the men that appertained unto Korah and all their goods," 
denoting that " not his sons, but only his possessions and servants perished with 

* F. H. Ranke (Untersuchungen, II., p. 243) observes that in ch. 16, "which was chiefly con- 
cerned with the miraculous sanction of the priesthood, it was not the place to go into details 
respecting Korah's family. But here, where the families of Israel are enumerated, including 
those of the Levites (vs. 57-62), among which we find the Korahite (v. 58),-here it was quite 
appropriate to insert a remark respecting the sons of Korah, who moreover had already been 
named before and so designated as especially worthy of note, Ex. 6:24." 

*8 
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Korah.l" And the introduction of this statement in the chapter before us is not 
for the sake of explaining a state of things which existed "after the captivity," 
but to prepare the way for the mention, v. 58, of the Korahite family among the 
Levites, which still survived after the catastrophe which overwhelmed Korah and 
his guilty associates. 

It is argued that v. 7 completes the enumeration of the Reubenites in the 

regular form adopted in the case of the other tribes, and that vs. 8-11 are a digres- 
sion from the main subject of the chapter. But this is no evidence of interpola- 
tion. On the contrary it is in accordance with the usage of the genealogical and 
statistical lists of the Pentateuch to insert brief notices of particular persons or 
events mentioned in the antecedent or subsequent history. The like occurs again 
in v. 33 of this chapter, where the mention of Zelophehad and his daughters is 

preparatory to the incident recorded in ch. 27, and where no one suspects an 

interpolation.t 
Dillmann points out a discrepancy between vs. 29-33 and Josh. 17:1,2 which 

has no existence. He alleges that in the former passage Machir is the only son 
of Manasseh and all the families of the tribe are descended from him, whereas 

according to the latter Manasseh had several other children. But as appears from 
Josh. 17:3, these children were descended from him through Machir. 

Wellhausen fancies a disagreement between vs. 57,58 and Ex. 6:16 sqq.; N•um, 
3:17 sqq. In v. 57 the three leading families or divisions of the tribe of Levi are 
named as in the other passages. But in v. 58 a different division is given into five 
families (Wellhausen adds Kohath and so counts six), which are not set in any 
relation to the preceding; whilst in the other passages these and several more 
besides are said to have been descended from the first three. But it is obvious 

* Dillmann even claims from his critical stand-point that the last clause of 16:32 was inserted 
by the Redactor with definite reference to 26:12, and in order to explain the statement there 
made. They must therefore be in perfect accord. Whether this is due to the Redactor, or to the 
truth of history as recorded by the original writer, is another matter. 

) The expressions in vs. 9,10 correspond so exactly with those employed in ch. 16 as to afford 
small chance for objecting on the score of diction. Dillmann, however, adduces flfl and 33 as 
foreign to the document in which they here occur. The former is from a verb which in its 
Niphal form occurs in every document of the Pentateuch, as the critics divide them, Ex. 2:13 J 
(so Well.); 21:22 E; Lev. 24:10 P; Deut. 25:11 D. The Hiphil occurs twice in this passage, and but 
once beside in the O. Test., viz., in the title of Ps. 60. If any weight is to be attached to the argu- 
ment from this source, it can only be on the ground that a writer can never employ a word in 
one place unless he also uses the same form of it elsewhere. And this will make against the 
Redactor, to whom Dillmann would assign this passage, quite as much as against the several 
authors of the so-called Pentateuchal documents. The only one to whom it can be assigned on 
that principle is the author of the title of Ps. 60. It is said that 

D. 
is here used in a different 

sense from that which it has Num. 21:8,9; but it is only a figurative employment based on the 
very same signification. Dillmann further remarks that the Samaritan text of v. 10 has Ign 
for n1p-H 1 and inserts 

I71 n1p before D'It/D, thus betraying an acquaintance with the 
original text of 16:34." But this is of a piece with the numerous inaccuracies and arbitrary 
alterations to be found in the Samaritan. A wrong interpretation was put upon ch. 16 as 
though Korah was consumed by fire at the Tabernacle along with the 250 men who were offering 
incense, and this verse was changed to correspond. 
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that this affords no justification for Wellhausen's assumption that the genealogies 
of Ex. 6 and Num. 8 are a later development from the more primitive material 

supplied in Num. 26:57,58; and quite as little for Dillmann's proposed reversal of 
this relation. In this last passage the descent already spoken of in the foregoing 
is assumed as known; and only those names are mentioned which came to be 

applied to permanent subdivisions of the tribe. 
In the same way the occasional deviations of Num. 26 from the genealogy in 

Gen. 46 are to be explained. From the twelve sons of Jacob sprang the tribes of 
Israel; from his grandsons sprang the several families or tribal divisions. In the 
centuries that intervened some inconsiderable changes naturally took place in 
these lines of division. A few families died out or were so reduced in numbers as 
no longer to maintain a separate existence; while a few were subdivided and thus 
gave rise to fresh families. 

The suggestion of Kayser that vs. 58-61 and v. 65 are additions by R is 
endorsed by Dillmann, who attributes v. 64 to him likewise. Nidldeke contents 
himself with striking from v. 59 the statement that Jochebed was the daughter of 
Levi and born in Egypt, as well as the mention of Miriam. Kuenen with more 
reason admits that all these verses are an original constituent of the chapter. The 
official position of Aaron certainly justified the insertion of these particulars 
respecting his family. And the fulfilment of 14:29 was too signal to be over- 
looked; nor is the record of it to be summarily dismissed on the groundless sus- 
picion that it is a legendary addition sprung from too literal an interpretation of 
the threatening. 

Wellhausen raises the question whether 27:1-11 is in its proper place. Must 
not the settlement of details follow rather than precede the determination of 

general principles ? Must not the allotment of the land as a whole be regulated 
first as in chs. 32,34,35 before a particular case under the law of inheritance could 
arise ? And if this passage were transposed after ch. 85, it would be brought into 
juxtaposition with ch. 36, where the very same case is handled further. While, 
however, Wellhausen insists on certain dislocations in the chapters that follow, he 
justly maintains that the paragraph before us belongs where it stands. It is 
linked with the preceding enumeration, which was made in order to obtain an 
accurate basis for the division of the land, 26:52-56. This brought to view a 
family with several daughters and no sons, v. 33, and inquiry was at once made 
on their behalf, whether they and others similarly situated were to be deprived of 
an equitable share in the common inheritance. 

The explanation given, v. 3, that Zelophehad of the tribe of Manasseh was 
not in the company of Korah, implies that non-Levites were associated with 

Korah in his conspiracy. It thus gives additional confirmation to the fact, as 
recorded in ch. 16, that Dathan and Abiram were partners with him in his guilt, 
and conflicts with the critical hypotheses that are based on a contrary supposition. 
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5) THE LANGUAGE OF P.* 

OLD WORDS. 

(1) 7pl. V., p. 174 (6:17). (2) ;1l'. (3) 11fl 

fl1' Sect. 15, Lang. of P. (4) 'Dj7 K ? DNK1 
Sect. 7, Lang. of P. (5) 

181y' ')l 
n-1 

Sect. 

14, Lang. of P. (6) '?nK Jf•7 Sect. 5, Lang. of 

P. (7) N'r) Sect. 15, Lang. of P. (8) KN •'3 
always assigned to P. (9) 

DP'ln~9?7 
V., p. 

174 (8:13sq.). (10) fYl '1P VI., p. 117. (11) 

"I7' 
Hiph., V., p. 163 (13). (12); 7t rK Lev. 

10:1; Num. 3:4 P; 26:61 R; all in Hex. (13) 
1W~ 1,K Sect. 7, Lang. of P. (14) 1K8i Lev. 

18:6,12,13; 25:49; Num. 27:11 P; Lev. 20:19; 21:2 
J; different sense Ex. 21:10 E. 

NEW WORDS. 

(1) nDlT Num. 25:7 P; all in Hex. 

(2) rI1 Num. 25:8P; allin O. T. 

(3) 1 1 Num. 25:8 P : all in Hex. 

(4) ) Num. 25:8 P; all in O. T. 

6) THE LANGUAGE OF J.t 
OLD WORDS. 

(1) niKpL, Sect. 5, Lang. of J. (2) f7f 
"' Sect. 13, Lang. of J. (3) fl1'. (4) L"ip D 

Sect. 7, Lang. of J. (5) liW Sect. 6, Lang. of 

J. (6) 3- Y Sect. 5, Lang. of J. (7) nny V., 

p. 155. (8) K3 Sect. 5, Lang. of J. (9) rN fl?1 
V., p. 163. (10) 0 Sect. 13, Lang. of E. (11) 

, v., p. 163. (12) 37 V., p. 163. (13) fl used 
adverbially, Sect. 7, Lang. of J. (14) fl; Sect. 

13, Lang. of J. (15) 'f•3N Sect. 5, Lang. of J. 

(16) fllniur fl Sect. 7, Lang. of J. (17) 

, j`T Jy Sect. 10, Lang. of J. (18) 
D.N 

Sect. 

17, Lang. of J. (19) 'D' Sect. 8, Lang. of J. 

(20) D'T'J NW~) Sect. 5, Lang. of J. (21) IIr 
Sect. 15, Lang. of E. (22) ~7n Sect. 5, Lang. 

of J. (23) 
)7•3 

Sect. 15, Lang. of E. (24) t0'3 
Gen. 2:8; 9:20: 21:33; Lev. 19:23; Num. 24:6J; 

Ex. 15:17 E; Josh. 24:13 Rd; Deut. 6:11; 16:21; 

20:6; 28:30,39; all in Hex. (25) 11N Sect. 12, 

Lang. of J. (26) J9D Sect. 8, Lang. of E. (27) 

Y7n (= to begin), Gen. 4:26; 6:1; 9:20; 10:8; 

11:6; 44:12; Num. 25:1 J; Gen. 41:54 E; Num. 

17:11,12 P; Josh. 3:7 D; Deut. 2:25,31; 3:24; 

16:9; (different sense Num. 30:3); all in Hex. 

NEW WORDS. 

(1) JV (= village, suburb); Num. 21:25,32; 32: 

42; Josh. 17:16 J; Josh. 17:11 R; Josh. 15:45,47 
cut out of aP context, and assigned to R on 

account of this word; all in Hex. 

(2) 0,li (= a proverb maker) Num. 21:27 J; 
all in Hex. 

(3) P' I (= captivity) Num. 21:29 J; all in 
Hex. 

(4) flp (= curse) Num. 22:17; 24:10 J; 22:11; 
23:8,11,13,25,27 E; all in O. T. 

(5) 073 Num. 22:22,32 J; all in Hex. 

(6) rt? Num. 22:23,31; Josh. 5:13 J; all in 
Hex. 

(7) 1i7fWT Num. 22:24 J; all in O. T. 

(8) 11V Num. 22:24 J; all in Hex. (f11V) 
Num. 32:16,24,36 E). 

(9) I0Dr Num. 22:30 J; all in Hex. 
(10) 0'1 Num. 22:32 J; besides in O. T. only 

Job 16:11. 

(11) DVJ93 DyJ (= habitually) Num. 24:1 J; 
all in Hex. 

(12) ~t7? Nw3 Num. 24:3,15 J; 23:7,18 E; 24: 

20,21,23 R; all in Hex. 

(13) 390 Num. 24:10 J; all in Hex. 

7) THE LANGUAGE OF E.$ 

OLD WORDS. 

(1) 1NKn Ex.18:8; Num.20:14E; allin Hex. 

(2) iyY V., p. 163. (3) NK Sect. 5, Lang. of E. 

(4) D V., p. 155. (5) nK8P Sect. 5, Lang. of 

J. (6) 01 V., p. 175. (7) JKD Sect. 10, Lang. of 
E. (8) 1•3 (= permit) Sect. 6, Lang. of E. (9) 
3 131 (= to speak against) Sect. 17, Lang. of 

E. (10) D'#O K. (11) 900n7 r Sect. 6, Lang. of 

E. (12) 
"'31 

Sect. 5, Lang of J. (13) 3- p 
Sect. 5, Lang. of J. (14) pJ7 Sect. 6, Lang. of 
J. (15) IN Sect. 12, Lang. of J. (16) 1~3) Sect. 

6, Lang. of E. (17) •'1 Sect. 12, Lang. of J. 

(18) Jnny V., p. 155. (19) %1K Sect. 5, Lang. of 
J. (20) V1N Sect. 12, Lang. of J. (21) yi) V., 

* The numbers are those of HEBRAICA, VI., p. 276. 
+ The numbers are those of HEBRAICA, VI., p. 280 sq. 

, The numbers are those of HEBRAICA, VI., p. 285. 
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p, 154 (41). (22) 17 Sect. 6, Lang. of J. (23) 
33 Sect. 18, Lang. of J. (24) D' V., p. 163. 
(25) Y3t Sect. 8, Lang. of E. (26) O2PC Sect. 
6, Lang. of J. (27) D'~ V., p. 154. (28) nf D 
V., p. 175. (29) ri p (= sacrifice), Sect. 6, Lang. 
of E. (30) r7C'7 V., p. 175 (8:20-22), Sect. 6, 
Lang. of E. (31) 01$ Sect. 11, Lang of J. (32) 
11Y Sect. 15, Lang. of E. (33) pi Sect. 12, 
Lang. of J. (34) 098 Sect. 17, Lang. of J. (35) 

'?k;I V., p. 164, sect. 15, Lang. of E. (36) Oj 

Sect. 10, Lang. of E. (37) ?tin) Num. 23:23 EB; 

24:1J; allinHex. (38) V 071 V.,p.163. (39) 
?1; Sect. 13, Lang. of J. 

NEw WORDS. 

(1) IDtb Num. 20:19 E; all in Hex. 

(2) 
"•D. 

(= price) Num. 20:19 E; all in Hex. 

(3) "kiN Num. 21:15 E; (l~flt Josh. 10:40; 
12:3,8; 13:20 Rd; Deut. 8:17; 4:49). 

(4) T•lti Num. 23:3 E; all in Hex. 

(5) "I 3 Num. 25:3,5 E; all in Hex. 

SECTION 19. THIE REMAINING HISTORICAL MATERIAL. 

1. Deut. 32:48-52 = Num. 27:12-14. 

The command to Moses to go up Mt. Abarim and see the land given to the 
children of Israel, and there be gathered to his people as Aaron had been because 
of their trespass at Meribah-Kadesh, is repeated in these passages for the most 

part in identical language. There is some diversity of opinion among the critics 

respecting the relations between them. Dillmann says P cannot have represented 
that the same command came twice to Moses, the first time without being obeyed, 
and the second time with no allusion to the first. It must, therefore, be supposed 
that Deut. 32:49-52 once stood in P before Num. 27:15-23 and in place of vs. 12- 

14, but in the final redaction of the Pentateuch was transferred to its present posi- 
tion before the execution of the command, Deut. 84, and was accordingly replaced 
in Numbers by vs. 12-14. Kuenen thinks that if R was the author of either pas- 
sage, it must have been the second and not the first. He says (Hex., p. 337), "We 
cannot determine whether this command was repeated once more in P itself after 
Num. 27:12-14, or whether R composed Deut. 32:48-52 in imitation of the former 

passage; but the former alternative is the more probable, as the passage in Deut- 

eronomy is too independent for a mere copy." 
Wellhausen has no difficulty in attributing both passages to the same writer 

and finding in them an actual repetition of the command, since so much had 
been inserted afterwards that it had been half forgotten. He understands 

DIeut. 82:48 to mean that the second delivery of it occurred on the self-same day 
as the first; an emphatic statement which would have been quite unmeaning, if it 
had been repeated immediately after Num. 27:23, but becomes intelligible if the 

legislation in the plains of Moab, Nunum. 86:13, intervened, all which related to the 
future settlement in Canaan. Moses makes his last will and names Eleazar and 

Joshua executors. All this might have been embraced within a single day. With 
this view of the matter, ch. 31, the account of the Midianite war is incompatible, 
as it could not be brought within the time allowed. It is, therefore, declared to 
be no part of the original narrative. It is indeed, hIe admits, composed through- 
out in the spirit and manner of P, to whom the contiguous chapters are referred. 
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It is in accord with P's historical presuppositions, and is adapted to its place after 

ch. 27 by the express allusion, 81:2, to the command already given that Moses 
must be gathered to his people. But this is all waved aside by the dictum that 
the author of 27:12-23 could not possibly have had the exception, 31:2, in mind, 
which could have been attended to just as well or better directly after ch. 25. 

According to Kuenen (Hex., p. 102) "it is possible that 'this same day,' Deut. 

82:48, may mean the day on which Moses received the prediction of his death. It 
is more probable, however, that some later day is meant, which was clearly indi- 
cated in a portion of P that had to be omitted when Deuteronomy was incor- 

porated into it." Dillmann agrees with the critics already named in shortening 
the distance between the two passages under consideration by subtracting Deut. 
1-32:47 as from a different source, also all that could as well or better have been 
communicated before, viz., ch. 27-30, or that must have been transacted pre- 
viously, viz., ch. 31; and leaving only the appointment of Joshua, directions 

respecting the future division of the land, ch. 34-36, and the assignment of the 
land east of the Jordan, which also presupposes, 32:28, Moses' anticipation of his 
death. The self-same day of Deut. 32:43 is in his opinion neither that on which 
Moses was first warned of his approaching end, nor one referred to in some pas- 
sage no longer extant, but that spoken of in Deut. 1:3. 

Kayser is quite willing to leave Num. 31 in the place in which we find it and 
the laws in ch. 28-30 likewise, notwithstanding the fact that they separate 31:2 
from 27:13sqq. to which it plainly refers. He observes that such interruptions of 
the historical connection by legal passages are not rare elsewhere in P, e. g., Lev. 
16:1 refers to ch. 10, yet is separated from it by ch. 11-15. This admission that 
a back reference from one passage to another is no evidence that these were 

originally in immediate juxtaposition, nullifies many critical conclusions, which 
rest on precisely this basis. 

N6ldeke admits that both commands belong originally to the narrative, and 
he shows no anxiety to bring them nearer together by a process of elimination. 
The writer's purpose in recording the first was "to notify the reader that Moses' 
life was approaching its end, and to introduce the setting apart of his successor 
and the final arrangements and incidents; and this is repeated once again just 
before its execution." 

This is the only sensible mode of dealing with the matter. The self-same day 
of Deut. 32:48 is not to be interpreted by some foreign context, to which it is 

arbitrarily linked by the critical severance of all that intervenes, but by the con- 
text in which it stands and to which the author of the book in its present form 

plainly intended that it should refer. Even if the critical analysis were admitted, 
it must still be contended, until the contrary is shown, that the Redactor has 
dealt fairly with his sources, and preserved their meaning unimpaired; and that 
the sense which they yield in combination is no perversion of that which they 
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expressed in their separate state. Thus interpreted in the only way that does not 
convict the Redactor of malfeasance, the day referred to is that on which Moses 

obeyed the last divine direction given to him on behalf of the people, 31:19,22; 
32:44. 

The general intimation was first given to Moses, 27:11-14, that his time had 
come to die. All that follows is in preparation for that event, the appointment of 

Joshua, supplementary laws to complete those already given, the punishment of 

Midian, directions regarding the division of the land, the farewell addresses to the 

people, and the delivery of the law to them in its final form. When all had been 

accomplished, he is bidden to ascend the mountain, view the land which he must 
not enter, and be gathered to his people. The somewhat miscellaneous character 
of these final arrangements, instead of discrediting the narrative, is true to nature 
and life. It gives the impression of a record made precisely as things occurred, 
and not of a fictitious narrative drawn up on an ideal plan. That some things 
remained to be attended to, which might have been done sooner, is no reason for 

assuming with Dillmann that the record is inaccurate, but the reverse. No 
motive can be assigned for inserting the laws in Num. 28-30 just where they are 

found, if that was not the time at which they were given. 
The charge that these passages imply a different account of the transaction at 

Kadesh from that given Num. 20:1-11 is altogether unfounded. It is in precise 
accord with the reproof administered to Moses and Aaron on that occasion, v. 13, 
the language of which is in part repeated. 

The explanatory clauses, "These are the waters of Meribah in Kadesh in the 
wilderness of Zin," Num. 27:14, and "which is in the land of Moab that is over 

against Jericho," Deut. 32:49, would seem superfluous in the language of the 
Lord addressed to Moses, but are not on that account to be considered glosses 
introduced into the text at a later time. There is no reason why the original 
writer should not have thought fit to place them where they are for the informa- 
tion of his readers. 

2. Numbers 27:15-23. 

The only critical question which arises here concerns the relation of this pas- 
sage to Deut. 31:14 sqq. So far as this calls for remark it will be considered under 
No. 4. 

3. Numbers 32 : 1-33:56 + Deuteronomy 1:3. 

The critics are greatly embarrassed in their attempts to effect a partition of 
Num. 32. What they commonly represent to be peculiarities of distinct writers 
are here so indiscriminately mingled as to defy all attempts to separate them. 
And this is the case not only with J and E, which they admit are often elsewhere 
blended too intimately to be sundered, but with P likewise which they are in the 
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habit of affirming to be clearly distinguishable from JE. And in fact so long as 
P is limited to legal sections, genealogies and statistical tables, or to mere scraps 
attached to narratives recording dates, ages, removals, summary statements and 
the like, they get along swimmingly, and manage to assign P a distinct portion 
with comparative ease. But we find here, as we have found in repeated instances 

before, that when they allow a narrative to be shared between P and other docu- 
ments they are in perplexity; and it is as difficult to distinguish P from JE as it 
is to discriminate J from E. 

The explanation of this is not far to seek. Narratives are easily enough 
sundered from laws and genealogies; each naturally has its own characteristic 
words and phrases. But where the composition is of a uniform character, as in 

continuous narrative, the diversity of diction disappears. In other words the 

diversity of diction, which is urged as a mainstay of the hypothesis of documents, 
is traceable to the difference in the matter, not to the usages and preferences of 
distinct writers. 

Naldeke speaks of the "very complicated" character of this chapter, due as 
he thinks to the interference of the Redactor, so that the details of the partition 
cannot now be "determined with certainty." Wellhausen says that the similarity 
in matter of the two accounts makes separation difficult; and he remarks on the 

surprising affinity in point of language to be accounted for by its being worked 
over by the Redactor, or as he prefers to assume, JE has here drawn from a 

source closely akin to P. According to Kittell the chapter has been so vigorously 
worked over that it is difficult to effect a separation. Dillmann remarks upon the 

great divergenee in all previous attempts to divide the sources, and says that the 

working together and working over is more thoroughgoing here than usual. 
Kuenen gives it up in despair. He says (Ilex., p. 101), "Perhaps we must assume 
that the author on this occasion departed from his usual practice of weaving his 
two authorities together, and made up an account of his own from them .... 
Here as in the case of Num. 20:1-13 I must leave the question undecided." Again 

(p. 254), "It is impossible accurately to assign its own to each of the main docu- 
ments." 

The assertion that the text has been worked over and that changes have been 

made by the Redactor means here just what it always means, that the critics find 
it impossible to fit it to their hypothesis. This is the only evidence that it has 
been tampered with.* 

* The divergence among the critics indicates how serious is their perplexity in dealing with 
this chapter. 

Nildeke: P, 32 :2,3(?),4-6,16-32,33 (in part), 40. JE, 82:34-39,41,42. R, 82:1,7-15. 
Schrader: P, 32:1*.2-4,16-19,20a,24,25,28,29*,30,32,33*,34-38. J, 82:1 (in part), 5-15,20b-23,26,27,29 

(in part), 33 (mid.). E, 82:39-42. 
Knobel: P, 82:1,2,16-19,24,28-30,33-38. J (2d source), 82:3-15,20-23,25-27,31,32,39-42. J, 32:1 (in 

part), 29 (in part). 
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Verse 1 has "the children of Reuben and the children of Gad"; in v. 2 and 
the rest of the chapter the order is reversed. On the ground of primogeniture it 
was natural to name Reuben first; but if citizens of Gad were more active and 

prominent in this delegation the change of order could be easily accounted for. 

Dillmann, however, claims that P writes "Reuben and Gad," la, and JE, "Gad 
and Reuben," 2a,6,25,31; but this will not answer for 29, which he gives to P, 
though it has "Gad and Reuben," nor for 33, which has the same, but is assigned 
to R, while v. 40, of similar structure, is given to P. This also makes it necessary 
to divide v. 2, though it is an unbroken sentence, since "Eleazar the priest" and 

"princes of the congregation " are marks of P. Vatke avoids this by assuming 
that these words are interpolated, inasmuch as Moses alone is addressed, v. 5 (thy 
sight, thy servants), and makes reply, v. 6; but the same thing constantly occurs 
when Moses and Aaron are joined together, Ex. 9:27,29,33; 10:8,9,16,18, etc., 
where the critics make the same claim and with as little reason. 

It is further alleged that v. 4 is a doublet of lb, which it manifestly is not, for 

although the sense is substantially the same, one is an introductory remark of the 

writer, the other occurs in an address to Moses. 
Another alleged doublet is found in vs. 3 and 4a, where there is a two-fold 

description of the territory asked for. But there is no superfluous repetition; v. 3 
indicates the region intended by its principal cities, 4a by the fact of its recent 

conquest. One is a very natural and proper addition to the other. The critics, 
however, have another reason for wishing to separate them. V. 3 is assigned to 

JE, because the names which it contains recur with slight modifications vs. 34- 
38 JE, but are not so exactly reproduced Josh. 13:15 sqq. P, the reason of which 
is obviously to be found in the general character of the description in Joshua, and 
the change of names noted v. 38 of this chapter. V. 4a is given to P, because 

"congregation" is a P word; but this compels a sundering of the sentence, for 

"thy servants," 4b, is a J phrase (though Nildeke calls attention to the fact of its 
occurrence in a P connection, 31:49). And this leads to another incongruity, for 

according to P, v. la, the cause of this appeal by Reuben and Gad was their pos- 
session of flocks, and yet in their request as given in the portion allotted to P, they 
make no allusion to this circumstanfce nor to the fitness of the land for this pur- 
pose. Moreover the allusion in 4a is to the victory over Sihon and Og, which 

according to the critics is related by JE and not by P. A~ like allusion occurs in 
v. 33, which Ni•ldeke and others are obliged to eject as an interpolation since they 

Kayser: JE, 32 :1,4*,5*,6-18,20-3,24(?),25-27,33-42. 
Wellhausen: P, 32:16-19,24(= 16),28-32,33. JE, 32:1-15,20-27,34-42. 
Dillmann: P, 82 :la,2b,4a,20-22*,28-30,18 sq. (40 ?). JE, lb,2a,3,5-17,20,23-27,31,32a,34-38. J, 82:5- 

13,20 sq.*,23,25-27,31 (worked over), (32,39,41 sq.). E, 82:2a,3,16 sq.,(20 sq.),24,34-38,(32,39,41 sq.). 
Driver: P, 82:18,19,28-32,(33). JE, 82:1-17 (in the main), 20-27 (in the main), 34-42. 
Vatke: P, 82:2b,3,28-32. E, 82:1,2a,4-27,33-47. 
Kuenen: PJE (inseparable), 32:1-5,16-32. D)iaskeuast, 82:6-15. 
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refer the verse to P, alleging that according to his conception the division of the 
land was all made by Moses or by Eleazar and Joshua, while JE as represented in 
vs. 34-39,41,42 laid more stress on the independent conquests and undertakings of 
individual tribes and parts of tribes. 

Dr. Harper, who follows the analysis of Dillmann, finds the following "incon- 

gruities" in this chapter (HEBRAICA, VI., p. 290). 
a. "Vs. 2b-4 give us the words of the children of Reuben and Gad; why then 

should v. 5 (apparently a mere continuation of their petition) begin anew, 'And 

they said,' etc.?"' 
If J's portion begins v. 5 (as Dr. II. will have it) there is nothing to indicate 

who are the speakers, to whom they are speaking, or what land it is that they are 

asking for. The verse is dependent for its meaning on what precedes, which, 
however, the critics sunder from it and assign to other writers. In presenting 
their petition Gad and Reuben first define the country intended and characterize 

it, vs. 3,4; and then proceed to make their request, v. 5. That the writer should 
mark this turn in their discourse by inserting "and they said," equivalent to "they 
went on to say" is surely not surprising, and justifies no such severance as abso- 

lutely destroys the sense of what follows. 
b. "V. 16 begins as if they came forward for the first time." 
This is a mistake. "They came near unto him," merely suggests additional 

urgency, precisely as in Gen. 44:18 Judahl draws near to Joseph, at whose feet he 
had fallen, v. 14, to whom he had spoken, v. 16, and who had twice spoken to 

him, vs. 15,17. Moreover Num. 32:16,17 may continue but certainly cannot open 
a negotiation for a possession east of Jordan. They contain no request for such a 

possession. In themselves they suggest no reason for the proposal here announced. 

They imply and derive all their significance from an antecedent request like that 
in v. 5, for the sake of gaining which this offer is made. 

c. "The greatest inconsistency, however, is that after they voluntarily offer 

to accompany Israel in their conquests (vs. 16-19), Moses should introduce it as a 

condition, and talk so much about it (vs. 20-30)." 
The only inconsistency is created by the critical partition. So far from their 

offer to accompany Israel being "voluntarily" made, it was extorted from them 

by Moses' sharp rebuke of their original proposal. His indignant denunciation of 
their unworthy suggestion that they should not be required to cross the Jordan, 
v. 5, brought from them the proposal, vs. 16-19, which they ought to have made 
in the first instance, not merely the half-way offer, vs. 16,17, which is all that 
Dillmann allows them. Misinterpreting 19b as though it implied that the land 
east of the Jordan had already been promised to them as their inheritance, he 

transposes vs. 18,19 after v. 30, whereas it is only hypothetically spoken, on the 

presumption that their offer would be accepted. Moses responds not by making a 
new proposition, but by holding them to that which they have themselves made, 
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only stating it with increased precision and solemnity. And upon their reaffirm- 

ing their readiness to make the engagement, he instructs Eleazar, Joshua, and the 
heads of the tribes, who were charged with the future distribution of the land, in 
the terms upon which Reuben and Gad were to be allowed to settle east of Jordan, 
and the tribes pledge to them their assent to the required conditions. There is no 
more talking about the matter than was necessary in an affair of such consequence, 
that all might be definitely understood by all parties concerned, and the engage- 
ment made absolutely binding. 

d. "V. 31, moreover, speaks explicitly of the condition as being the command 
of God, not the words of Gad and Reuben." 

Not only were all Moses' injunctions clothed with divine authority, but he 

distinctly charged these tribes with rebellion against Jehovah, vs. 6-15, in pro- 
posing not to cross the Jordan, and he makes the whole arrangement a sacred 

pledge to Jehovah (" before Jehovah" occurs five times, vs. 20-22) and failure 
to fulfill it an offence against him, v. 23, which would surely find them out. It 
is difficult to see how they could regard this otherwise than as a command of 
Jehovah. 

e. " No author would introduce 'the half of the tribe of Manasseh,' in v. 33a, 
so abruptly and inappropriately." 

No hint is given why this is considered inappropriate, or in what respect. 
And it is difficult to discover any reason for so regarding it. V. 33 is a summary 
statement of the disposition made by Moses of the territory east of the Jordan, 
and is here indispensable since the preceding narrative would otherwise be with- 
out a suitable conclusion. As Reuben and Gad alone preferred the formal request 
for an inheritance in this region, only these two tribes are mentioned in the course 
of the negotiation. But as descendants of Manasseh took an active part in sub- 

duing this tract of country, vs. 39,41,42, a portion was assigned to them likewise, 
which fact must of course be included in a general account of the whole matter, 
such as v. 33 professedly gives. 

The eagerness of the critics to turn everything to the advantage of their 
divisive hypothesis, and to survey everything from the point of view of this 

hypothesis, seems to incapacitate them for seeing the reasonableness of that which 
arises naturally out of the truthfulness and the unity of the record before them. 
Hence the mystification about the mention of Manasseh in this verse. Ndldeke 
rids himself of it by ejecting all but the opening words and the last clause as an 

interpolation by R, so as to read, "And Moses gave unto them .... the land according 
to the cities thereof," etc. On the contrary; while no one proposes to follow the 
Samaritan in inserting "the half tribe of Manasseh " along with the other two tribes 
throughout the entire chapter, Wellhausen maintains that it belongs not only in 
v. 33, but in v. 29 likewise, and has been dropped from the latter under the influ- 
ence of JE. That Moses did assign an inheritance east of the Jordan to the half 
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tribe of Manasseh as well as to Reuben and Gad is explicitly confirmed by 34:14, 
15; Josh. 13:15-32. As in his view the former of these passages was written by 
P and the latter in dependence on P, this is conceived to represent P's conception 
of the transaction. According to JE (vs. 34-42), however, only Reuben and Gad 
received their inheritance from Moses. Bashan was taken possession of by some 
families of Manasseh by their own prowess. This was in reality long after Moses, 
probably so in the opinion of the writer who in this case here anticipates the 
future. V. 40 is an attempt to legalize this act of theirs by claiming for it the 

authority of Moses. 

Dillmann, Kittell, and Kuenen also allege that this conquest of the Manas- 
sites was postmosaic, because the name Havvoth-jair, v. 41, is in Judg. 10:3,4 
connected with a judge of the name of Jair. It does not, however, discredit the 
fact of their original conquest by Jair of the Mosaic age and being called after 

him, that a descendant and namesake at a later period ruled a number of these 

cities, and thus gave fresh reason for their bearing the name. Kuenen not only 
makes these Manassite conquests postmosaic (Hex., p. 47), but regards the engage- 
ment of Reuben and Gad to assist their brethren in the conquest of Canaan 

altogether unhistorical (ibid., p. 255). He regards this as "a remote corollary of 
the wholly unhistorical conception of the unity of Israel in the time of Moses, and 
the conquest of Canaan as an act accomplished simul et semel. But this corollary 
cannot be shown to rest on any premises supplied either by J or by E. This 

being so I think the 'prophetic' portion of Num. 32 must be referred to the very 
last recension," i. e., the Redactor who combined J and E. This shows what 

power there is in the critical maxim, "Divide and conquer." Form your idea in 

advance as to the course of Israel's history. So partition the Pentateuchal narra- 

tive that any facts at variance with your idea shall be excluded from one or more 
documents. Regard the silence thus occasioned as evidence that the facts in 

question were unknown at the time to which these documents are referred, and 
that allusions to them elsewhere are of later date. Thus you can reconstruct 

the history after your own fashion, and draw a clear line of distinction between 
what is primitive and what is secondary, between what is historical and what 

unhistorical (from your point of view). 
Under the head of "Similarities and Differences" (ttEBRAICA, VI., p. 289) 

Dr. Harper makes the following statement: "According to all accounts, Reuben 
and Gad are to have their desired district only on condition that they aid their 

brethren across the Jordan; but according to P, (a) Moses demands it, Num. 

32:20-22; (b) he leaves the contract with Eleazar, Joshua and the chiefs of the 

tribes, vs. 28sq.; while in E, they make the offer themselves, vs. 16 sq., and that 
settles it." 

Whether all accounts agree in the matter aforesaid depends upon the critic 
who partitions the accounts. As we have just seen, in the hand of Kuenen they 
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do not so agree. The alleged difference is created by sundering different parts of 
the same transaction and erecting each part into a separate version of the whole 
affair. 

While vs. 5-15 are by most critics referred to JE, they contain several marks of P; e. g., v. 5, 
"possession," and the last clause of v. 29 plainly refers back to vs. 5 and lb; vs. 7,9, "discourage"; 
v. 8, "Kadesh-barnea"; v. 11, "from twenty years old and upwards." The peculiar word for 

"armed" runs through the entire section, vs. 17-32, binding all together; v. 22 is linked to v. 27 

by the common expression, "the land be subdued," and to v. 18 by "afterward ye shall return." 

Ch. 33 contains a list of the stations of Israel in their journey through the 

wilderness, which according to v. 2 was written by Moses. Kayser says of it: 
"The list of stations is commonly regarded as an ancient writing found by the Elohist (P), 

and incorporated by him in his work. Nevertheless the most serious scruples arise against this 

assumption from the circumstance that it contains the series of stations, enlarged to be sure, 
yet in the same order as they stand in the present Pentateuch, and interwoven with remarks 
which may be read now in the Jehovist, now in the Elohist." 

Inasmuch as this list traces the very route marked out in the Pentateuch, not 
that indicated in P alone, nor in JE alone, but that which results from their com- 

bination, and as in repeated instances it contains statements found in both in 
identical language, Kayser infers that it is neither ancient nor reliable, but that 
it must be posterior to the Pentateuch in its completed form, and made up from 
it either by R or by some one later still. And he seeks to confirm this depreciating 
estimate of it by the fact that 42 stations are named, and if two be omitted there 
will be precisely 40, just one for each of the forty years spent in the wilderness, 
and Israel is said to have remained about a year at Sinai. The absurdity of this 
combination is sufficiently glaring, as 10 stations precede Sinai, the journey to 
which occupied less than two months, and the 10 stations after Kadesh were 

passed in as many months. The list could not have been deduced from the Pen- 

tateuch, for it has many names of which there is no previous mention; and the 

allegation that these are fictitious and a pure fabrication is a groundless charge of 
fraud. And the invention of a bald list of names would be a senseless and 

unmeaning fraud, for which no motive can be imagined. 
If, now, this venerable itinerary was in the hands of the author of the Penta- 

teuchal document P, and was by him esteemed ancient and authentic, and 
believed to be from the pen of Moses, and was used by him as one of the sources 
from which he drew his materials in compiling his narratives, then we can readily 
understand his transcribing it entire at this place in his work, also his introducing 
its statements respecting occurrences at particular stations on the route in the 
exact terms of the itinerary in appropriate parts of his narrative, and his passing 
over in silence in his general narrative places at which nothing worthy of mention 
occurred. But there are several things which are not intelligible on this hypothe- 
sis and do not seem to be consistent with it. It is not explicable that he should in 

repeated instances omit the mention of incidents recorded in the itinerary and of 
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the stations at which they took place; nor that just these incidents and stations 
should be noted and that in the very language of the itinerary in another docu- 

ment JE, whose authors according to the critics could not have been acquainted 
with it, since they incorporate 21:12-20 an independent list of stations quite 
inconsistent with that in ch. 33. 

It is not surprising, therefore, that Kayser felt compelled in the interest of 
the divisive hypothesis to contest the antiquity and truthfulness of this Mosaic 

itinerary, and to claim that it could only have originated after P and JE had been 

compacted together into the Pentateuch in its present form. Kuenen takes the 
same ground. He says (Hex., p. 98): " Ch. 33, the list of stations in the journey 
through the desert, which according to v. 2 was written down by Moses, presup- 
poses the accounts in P, but it also assumes the other accounts of Israel's abode 
in the desert, and can only have been drawn up and inserted by R."~* It certainly 
is a serious stumbling block in the way of the divisive critics, which they must by 
some expedient, if possible, remove. 

This Dillmann attempts by a different method, but one equally impracticable. 
He rejects the baseless conjecture of Kayser and Kuenen on three grounds. (1) 
" V. 2 distinctly teaches that the author here used an ancient document, which in 
his time was attributed to Moses." (2) "There is a long series of names which do 
not occur elsewhere in the Pentateuch." (3) "Altogether variant parallels to vs. 

29-37, 41-47 are found in Deut. 10:6,7; Num. 21:12-20. These parallels which 

belong to J and E, show that divergent lists or different recensions of the same 
list were in circulation, and make it only the more certain that this list belongs to 

P," whose "mode of expression and peculiarities of matter everywhere appear." 
He undertakes to account for this correspondence in style with P, when it is not a 

production of his, by the assumption that it was "worked over by him, and that 
he inserted vs. 1-4,36-39, in which the expressions are identical with previous 
passages in P. The passages identical with JE, vs. 8 sq., 14 sq., 16 sq., 40,49 are, he 

alleges, interpolations by R. But this unsupported conjecture of his is as incon- 
sistent with v. 2, even on his understanding of it, as that which he rejects. Such 
deliberate falsifications both by P and R of a document believed by them to be 
from the pen of Moses, and given as such to their readers, is quite insupposable 

* Wellhausen says (Comp. Hex., p. 182) that though he cannot honestly concede 83:1-49 to P, 
he would be willing to do so on the ground that thus P would be clearly shown to be posterior 
to JE. This hints at a possible hypothesis, which, however, Wellh. does not himself adopt, and 
which would be as unavailing as those of either Kayser or Dillmann, that P was the author of 
this chapter, and in preparing it inserted from JE the verses identical with those elsewhere 
assigned to this document. But 1. The assumption that P was in possession of JE and 
acquainted with its contents would be embarrassing to the critics in the numerous passages in 
which they are compelled to make the opposite assumption. 2. This hypothesis makes v. 2 a 
wilful fraud, P giving out as the work of Moses a list of stations, which he has prepared himself; 
or if it be said that P prepared it on the basis of an ancient itinerary reputed to be from Moses, 
it is open to the same fatal objection as lies against the view of Dillmann. 
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without an impeachment of their veracity, which would make all their work 

utterly unreliable. Moses is made to verify their previous statements in matters 
of which by the hypothesis he said nothing. Moreover when these alleged inter- 

polations are stricken out, the itinerary in its presumed original form would stand 
in no relation whatever to the narrative of Israel's sojourn in the desert, and the 
marvel is that it should be introduced at all. It would be reduced to a mere 

curiosity of no practical worth, and having no link of connection with the history. 
If now this ancient itinerary can neither be from P nor R, and cannot have 

been interpolated either by P or R, what remains but to let it stand for what it 
claims to be, the work of Moses? And if he wrote it, then the narratives, which 

correspond with it and are by the critics assigned to P and to JE, are from his pen 
likewise. And so this chapter is in harmony with the traditional origin of the 

Pentateuch, and is not and cannot be brought into harmony with any of the 
divisive schemes. 

But how, if it is contradicted, as Dillmann alleges, by Deut. 10 and Num. 21 ? 
The variance is only apparent, not real. Num. 21 has already been explained in 
the discussion of that chapter. As neither itinerary undertakes to name every 
stopping place, the mention in one of localities not spoken of in the other is no 

inconsistency. Nor is there any serious difficulty in Deut. 10. Obviously the 
Beeroth Bene-jaakan, Moserah, Gudgodah and Jotbathah of Deut. 10:6,7, are 
identical with the Moseroth, Bene-jaakan, Hor-haggidgad and Jotbathah of Num. 
33:31-33. As Rithmah, v. 18, cf. 12:16, was in all probability the station in the 
wilderness of Paran, from which the spies were sent, and so identical with 
Kadesh or in its immediate vicinity, it follows that the stations in vs. 18-36 belong 
to the years of wandering from Kadesh, 14:25, to the Red Sea (Ezion-geber, 33:35) 
and back to Kadesh in the first month of the 40th year, 20:1. It was after this 
return to Kadesh that Aaron died in Mt. Hor, 20:22-29; 33:37,38. It is plain 
from this that Israel passed through the stations now under consideration once 
before the second arrival at Kadesh, 33:31-33, and once after, Deut. 10:6,7. That 
they did not pass through them in precisely the same order the second time that 

they did the first can create no difficulty. Nor is it a discrepancy that Deuteronomy 
names M]oserah as the place of Aaron's death, and Numbers Mt. Hor, provided 
Moserah, as there is every reason to believe, lay at the foot of Mt. Hor; for the 
very next station, Bene-jaakan, was named from Jaakan, Gen. 36:27; 1 Chron. 
1:42, a descendant of Seir, and Mt. Hor is "in the centre of Mount Seir," Smith's 
Dictionary of the Bible, s. v., Seir, Mount. 

The assertion that vs. 50,51,54 belong to P, and vs. 52sq.,55sq. are from 
another source, either J (Dillm.) or H (Driv.) is directly in the face of the evident 
continuity of the passage; for v. 54 is plainly the sequel of v. 53. It is argued 
that P elsewhere commands no such extermination; but this simply means that a 
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partition must be carried through in this place, because it has been made else- 
where on insufficient grounds. 

V. 54 repeats 26:53-56; nevertheless the critics assign both to the same docu- 

ment, since one is simply a command to Moses, the other a direction to communi- 
cate it to the people (Dillm.). And yet in how many instances are the words of 

God to Moses and the repetition of them to the people made a pretext for giving 
the former to one document and the latter to another ? 

4. Deuteronomy 31:14-34:10. 

In Num. 27:12-23 a preliminary announcement is made to Moses of his 

approaching death. How long this was before his actual decease, we have no 
means of determining with precision. It was some time previous to the first day 
of the eleventh month of the fortieth year of the exodus, Deut. 1:3. If Moses died 

on or just before the first day of the twelfth month, this would leave a sufficient 
interval for the 30 days mourning of the people, Deut. 34:8, and all beside that is 

said to have taken place before the observance of the passover in Gilgal on the 
14th day of the first month, Josh. 5:10. It is no unfair inference, therefore, that 
at least a month may have elapsed between this first notice and the close of 
Moses' life. 

There was an obvious reason for thus giving him timely notice. It was that 

suitable arrangements might be made to transfer the leadership of Israel to another 

at this important crisis. It is to this task, accordingly, that the remainder of the 
book of Numbers and the whole of Deuteronomy are devoted. Joshua was at 

once named and set apart as Moses' successor, 27:15sqq.; some supplementary 
laws were given, chs. 28-30,36; Midian was summarily chastised for their recent 

crime, ch. 31; directions were given to Joshua respecting the settlement of two 
and a half tribes east of Jordan, ch. 32, and of the division of Canaan among the 

other tribes, chs. 34,35. Moses then makes his touching farewell addresses to the 

people, exhorting them in the most tender and earnest manner to obey the law, 
which he recapitulates and reduces to writing and formally delivers to the custody 
of the priests, Deut. 1-31:13. And now at the close of these preparations for his 

departure he is reminded, Deut. 31:14, that the time has come for him to die, and 
he is bidden to summon Joshua that the Lord may solemnly give him a final 

charge. 
This simple recital of facts completely removes the "incongruities," which 

critics profess to discover in this transaction (HEBRAICA, VI., p. 290). 
"If the entire Pentateuch be from one hand, it would be strange (a) that, 

after Joshua had been fully, legally and divinely appointed (Num. 27:18-23), the 
order should so soon come again to call Joshua, etc., Deut. 31:14sq." This is 
further elucidated in a note by affirming "that the events in Num. 27 and Deut. 

31 are very near each other, perhaps on the very same day, Deut. 32:48." 
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But the "self-same " day of Deut. 32:48 has nothing in the world to do with 
the day on which Joshua was set apart as Moses' successor, Num. 27. As 
the whole connection shows, it is the day on which Moses was again notified of 
his approaching end, Deut. 31:14, and wrote and delivered to the people his 

admonitory song, v. 22; 32:44. Many matters of great importance had been 
attended to in the interval of at least a month. That now on the eve of their 

final parting he should affectionately and solemnly address Joshua once more, 
surely is not "strange." Nor is it strange 

"(b) That Moses should have called Joshua before he were bidden, and should 
have given him the same instructions, Deut. 31:7 sq., which Yahweh gave after- 

wards, Deut. 31:23." 

In concluding his address to the people Moses assured them, 31:1-6, that, 
though he could not go with them over Jordan, the Lord would accompany them 
and make them victorious over all foes. Then calling Joshua, who had already 
been formally appointed to succeed him, he bid him be brave for he must hence- 
forth lead the people and God would bless him. Subsequently the Lord himself 
from the pillar of cloud in the Tabernacle confirms to Joshua Moses' words. Why 
is not all this just as it should be ? Nor again is it strange 

"(c) That the entire ceremony, including Moses' instructions, should take 

place in the presence of the whole congregation, Num. 27:19,22b; Deut. 81:7; 
while Yahweh's instructions, which would confirm his divine appointment more 
than anything else, were given privately, only Moses being present, Deut. 81: 
14b,23." 

The ceremony of instituting Joshua as the future leader of the people was 

naturally performed in their presence by Moses, who laid his hands formally upon 
him, and defined the relation in which he should thenceforth stand to Eleazar the 

high priest. The words addressed by Jehovah to Joshua at the Tabernacle were 

designed to encourage him, not to impress the people. 
Dillmann claims that Deut. 31:14,15 connects directly with v. 23, and that vs. 

15-22 relates to a different subject and has been improperly intruded between 

them. This, however, is not the case. The Lord bids Moses and Joshua present 
themselves at the Tabernacle. He first addresses Moses, v. 16, with explicit allu- 

sion to what He had said to him, v. 14, joining Joshua with him in the direction 

given, v. 19* (write ye), and then, v. 23, gives Joshua the promised charge. It is 

argued that if v. 23 belonged where it is, the subject "Jehovah" should be 

expressed. But this is of no force, for v. 22 is parenthetic, and Jehovah is the 

* Kuenen (Hex., p. 125) and Klostermann refer "write ye" to the Israelites; Dillmann admits 
its reference to Moses and Joshua, but tries to evade the natural consequence of this admission 
by contending that the plural form of the verb is not original, but due to a harmonistic reviser 
of the text. It is only a fresh illustration of the habitual method of the critics to suspend the 
exegesis and integrity of the text upon accordance with their peculiar hypothesis. 

*9 
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speaker throughout the entire paragraph. And if this were not so, a multitude 
of examples can be adduced in which the change of subject, when sufficiently indi- 
cated by the sense, is left to the intelligence of the reader. It is further worth 

noting here, that obedience to the preceding command is recorded, v. 22, by antici- 

pation in accordance with the usage of Hebrew historians. The critics here as 
elsewhere pervert this in the interest of partition, by balancing these proleptic 
statements over against those of the subsequent narrative, and inferring that they 
must belong to different sources, and that the author of 31:22 cannot have written 

82:44.* 
According to Dillmann the account of Joshua's formal induction into the 

leadership originally followed after v. 15, but has been omitted either on account 
of its incompatibility with or too great similarity to Num. 27:18 sqq., or because 
of Deut. 1:1-8. But the fact that no record is here made of his induction simply 
shows that this passage, instead of being a parallel account from another source, 
as the critics regard it, assumes that it has already taken place. 

Dillmann further claims that 31:28,29 are to be disconnected from v. 30, that 

they originally prefaced an address now lost in which Moses urged the observance 
of the law just given, and that "these words," v. 28, are to be distinguished from 
"the words of this song," v. 30. But v. 28 plainly alludes to the opening words 
of the song, 32:1, and v. 29 indicates its general purport throughout. He also tries 
to establish an equally unfounded distinction between "the words of this song," 
32:44, and "all these words," v. 45. And on the ground of these imaginary differ- 
ences he concludes in the face of every other indication, as he himself admits, that 
this passage has been worked over and warped somewhat from its original intent. 
And yet he confesses after all that the thought, which he supposes to have been 
introduced into the passage, must have been in it from the beginning. The 

* It is alleged that the language of 31:14-23 is not that of Deuteronomy, and shows that it 
cannot be by the same author. But the presence of words in this passage, which there has been 
no ocasion to use in the book before, warrants no such conclusion. Dillmann instances the fol- 
lowing: 

1l1• 
jy v. 14, but according to his analysis this occurs likewise but once in E (Ex. 

33:7); why may not the same be the case in Deut.? )3j '11pj v.15, but this is again referred to 
Deut. 1:33, which is without reason pronounced an interpolation; t7KfM 

'•3' 
vs. 19,22 sq., occurs 

also Deut. 3:18; 23:18; 24:7; 32:8, not to speak of 1:3; 4:44-46; 10:6; 28:69, of which the critics 

try to rid themselves on one pretext or another; up v. 20, also Deut. 32:19, besides in Pent. only 
Num. 14:11,23; 16:30; P'95 19n vs. 16,20, besides in Pent. only Gen. 17:14 P; Lev. 26:15,44 J 

(Dillm.); 
"• 

'ft7 v. 16, has a poetic equivalent (fl 

.), 

32:13, besides in Pent. only Gen. 35: 
2,4, it should be further observed that it occurs, Deut. 31:16, in connection with an acknowledged 

Deuteronomic phrase nfl RZI l• 1 •l y?rV , which the critics summarily eject from the 
text; 

_W1k 
rnf v.16, besides in Pent. Ex. 34:15,16; Lev. 17:7; 20:5,6; Num. 15:39; V1I' vs. 17,21, 

besides in Pent. Gen. 35:3; 42:21; Y' v. 21, besides in Pent. Gen. 6:5; 8:21; ;7~i with suf. as 
proximate future, with 1st pers. only of God at flood, Gen. 6:7; 9:9, or plagues of Egypt, Ex. 8: 
17; 9:18; 10:4; 14:17, with 2d pers. Deut. 31:16, and besides in Pent. only Gen. 16:11; 20:3, with 
no other suf. in this sense; ~.'n v. 14, also Deut. 7:24; 9:3; 11:25 with the same radical sense, 

though modified by the connection; frIn D'2 vs. 17,18,22, also Deut. 21:23; 27:11; cf. 27:2. 
These various words and phrases occur but seldom elsewhere in the Pent., and it is not surpris- 
ing that they do not occur oftener in Deuteronomy. 
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reasoning in fact is brought to such a very fine point, that it is difficult to state 

intelligibly, what he conceives to have been the difference between the conception 
of D and his reviser Rd. 

Chi. 32:1-43, the song of Moses, and ch. 33, his blessing, are here omitted as the 
discussion is for the present confined to the historical portion of the Pentateuch. 

Ch. 34 is minced up in the most remarkable manner by the critics, and with 
no small diversity in their conclusions. There is no pretence of any want of con- 
nection in the chapter itself ; but forms of expression which they attribute to dis- 
tinct documents are here combined in one continuous paragraph, and consistency 
obliges them to part it asunder into disjointed fragments. No one would dream 
of partitioning it except for the sake of making it conform to a hypothesis elab- 
orated elsewhere. 

It seems to be reckoned an incongruity, HIEBRAICA, VI., p. 290, that Moses 
died on a well known mountain and was buried in one of its valleys and the pre- 
cise spot was unknown. Also that conservative critics have to admit that another 
than Moses wrote Deut. 34; but it is hard to see what peril there is in the admis- 

sion, since Deut. 31:24 indicates the limit up to which Moses himself wrote. 

5) THE LANGUAGE OF P.* 
OLD WORDS. 

(1) f;1f'. (2) 
'•Z0 

.7 

4 8K Sect. 7, Lang.of 

P. (3) 
.17 

V., p. 151. (4) K 'r ('••3) 
ht!' Sect. 

14, Lang. of P. (5) nflt1n 
K'W3, 

Sect. 15, Lang. 

of P. (6) W33 V., p. 151. (7) 
f.Tfl 

Sect. 5, 

Lang. of P. (8) ft3K WKI Sect. 13, Lang. of 

P. (9) 900 Sect, 15, Lang. of P. 

6) THE LANGUAGE OF J.t 

OLD WORDS. 

(1) it NY V., p. 175. (2) 1'7i (= 1st per- 
son) Sect. 6, Lang. of J; in P Num. 31:49. (3) 

-n'v. (4) 8 ;-vn' V., p. 163. (5) f0YI V., p. 
153. (6) '?nl M•7 Sect. 17, Lang. of E. (7) 

~'YT Jt Sect. 10, Lang. of J. (8) O' V., p. 

163. (9) 11 Sect. 11, Lang. of J. (10) fn "V V., 
p. 155. (11) DW'r V., p. 154. (12) YECI Sect. 17, 
Lang. of J. (13) '338 Sect. 5, Lang. of J. (14) 

D7i V., p. 156. (15) fi l Sect. 15, Lang. olf 
E. (16) 3DK Sect. 17, Lang. of J. (17) '~ V., p. 
155. (18) 'fyl Sect, 10. Lang. of E. 

7) THE LANGUAGE OF E.$ 
OLD WORDS. 

(1) 1p Sect. 11, Lang. of J. (2) "7r3 Num. 
32:17,36 E; 13:19 J; Josh. 10:20 JE; 19:25,35 in- 
serted from JE in P context; all in Hex. (3) 

D'n~f . (4) 
]'"V 

Num. 24:8,17 J; Deut. 32:39; 

33:11; all in Hex. (5) • Sect. 5, Lang. of J. 

(6) 0 c Sect. 9, Lang. of E. 

This completes the examination of the narrative portion of the Pentateuclh. 
The legal sections yet remain to be considered. 

* The numbers are those of HEBRAICA, VI., p. 288. 
t The numbers are those of HIEBRAICA, VI., p. 292. 

$ The numbers are those of HEBRAICA, VI., p. 293. 
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